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Quarterly Issues/Programs List
“Morning Edition and All Things Considered”

(January, February, March 2013)

General

1/4 TRANSPO FUNDING/Aloisi 2-way: Ahead of Monday's deadline for an assessment 
of the state's roads, rails, and bridges...today we turn to  former Transportation Secretary 
James Aloisi for ideas on how to bolster the finances.

1/11 HOUSING AUTHORITY REORG/Thys:  We report on reaction -- on Beacon Hill and 
beyond -- to Governor Deval Patrick's proposal to centralize the state's housing authorities.

1/15 PATRICK TRANSPO 2-WAY:  Gov. Patrick talks about his plan to right the state's 
transportation system (roads, bridges, and rails).

1/15 MA TRANSPO $/Thys: Officials map out the state's transportation challenges...and the 
cost of fixing our bridges, rails, and roads:

1/15 TRANSPO PLAN 2-WAY/Pollack: We speak with Stephanie Pollack, a transportation 
policy expert at Northeastern University about the state's plans for transportation.  

1/25 IRISH INTERVIEWEE DEAD/Boeri: We report on reaction to the apparent suicide of 
an Irish woman at the center of a Boston College oral history project on violence in Northern 
Ireland.

1/31 NH GUNS RAFFLE/2-way: Giving away guns... The police chiefs in New Hampshire 
are drawing criticism for raffling off semi-automatic weapons in a fundraiser.

1/31 DIGITAL LIVES #3/ Nickisch: In our series "Digital Lives," we'll look at how multi-
tasking is affecting our daily lives.

2/5 TOWN GUN BAN/Oakes 2-way: [6:45 PHONER] Westford considers a proposal that 
would make it the first town to ban certain high capacity weapons.

2/7 2/7 DIGITAL LIVES-ETIQUETTE/Pfeiffer: [Figuring out the dos and don't of our 
digital connections.] ELE-TAGGING: [.. the tagging of pictures.. when they're not flattering. 
it's like "okay, you know that's not a nice picture of me. why are you tagging me in it?  :06]

2/7 DIGITAL LIVES/Pfeiffer: In Digital Lives, Part 4, Sacha explores digital etiquette, or 
"Netiquette."

2/20 DIGITAL LIVES #5/Shea: [The false impressions and added pressure created by 
"social networking."]
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2/22 BRATTLE ST. DIGITAL/Bever: [Small New England theaters under the gun to convert 
to digital film projection... sometimes reluctantly]

2/28 NGA TRUONG LATEST/Boeri: [The city of Worcester responds to a lawsuit over 
police interrogation practices with a lawsuit of its own. ]

3/5 GUN TRAINING/OAKES and McNerney: We visit a weapons training class where 
demand is growing, particularly among women.

3/11 ARCTIC APP ADVENTURE/Nickisch: How one local family found inspiration...and 
commercial success...when they moved from Arlington to a tiny island above the Arctic 
Circle:

3/12 HARVARD AND E-MAILS/Nickisch: Harvard responds...amidst uproar over its search 
of employees' email accounts. Here's the reaction from one of the resident deans 
investigated:

3/12 TO COVER 'HACKING DONKEY KONG T & C': Game designer Mike Mika hacked his 
Donkey Kong game to allow his 3-year-old daughter to play as the female character Pauline 
instead of as Mario.

3/13 SWARTZ MEMORIAL/Nickisch: A memorial at MIT...for Internet activist Aaron 
Swartz...turns into a venue for criticizing how the school handled his case:

3/14 BULGER JUDGE/Boeri debrief: David Boeri talks about the appeals court ruling that a 
federal judge should step down form the trial of alleged Boston mob boss James "Whitey" 
Bulger.

3/14 TO COVER' GROUPER-GROUP DATING': Modern Dating Is A Group Sport For The 
Hashtag Generation

3/14 TO COVER 'LETTERS' AND/OR 'WAN JOON KIM OBIT': Gangsta Rap Swap Meet 
Proprietor Wan Joon Kim Has Died

3/15 STEARNS BULGER/2-way: "Whitey" Bulger's defense team scores a legal victory, as 
a federal court orders orders Judge Stearns off the case. We'll analyze the impact of this 
decision.

3/15 PHOENIX CLOSING/Nickisch: No more Boston Phoenix: the 47-year-old institution 
has folded.

3/15 BOERI DEBRIEF/Casper as new judge in Bulger case: Steve Brown talks to David 
Boeri about the random selection of Judge Denise Casper to take over for Judge Richard 
Stearns after Stearns was removed from the case by a federal appeals court.
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3/20 LAUREN ASTLEY FOUNDATION/Pfeiffer: We hear from Mary Dunne, the mother of 
slain Wayland teenager Lauren Astley, about a foundation created in Lauren's name to 
promote healthy teenage relationships:

3/27 TOLLS AND TOLLTAKERS/Gellerman: What could it mean for Bay State 
drivers...when the state eliminates toll booths, as planned, and introduces an electronic 
collection system?

3/29 POT HOLES/Khalid: Khalid: Patching potholes is a spring ritual in Boston. Every year, 
road crews wage war on those pesky craters. But, this year, the city has a new tool in its war 
chest – it’s on a 2-week blitz to fill a record number of potholes during the month of March. 
(suggested web headline – “A snowy winter brings a bumpy spring” “Boston Wages War on 
Potholes”)

Economic and Business

1/16 CASINO DEADLINE/Brady-Myerov: A last-minute flurry...as casino companies rush 
to meet the state's license application deadline.

1/17 PATRICK TRANSPO/Thys: Governor Patrick plans tax changes to help fund 
transportation projects. We report on reaction to this and other proposals in his State of the 
Commonwealth address.

1/28 SHARED WORKSPACE/Shea: A creative collaborative in Somerville shares more 
than skills and knowledge. Its members often share clients as well:

2/13 JUST CRUST/Nickisch: Workers from the old Upper Crust pizza chain are starting a 
new restaurant -- and they want everyone get a piece of the pie.

2/14 MA TAX BREAKS/Bever: [Governor Patrick's plan to simplify the state tax code.]

2/14 PIZZARIA MAKES SQUARE/Nickisch: [ Workers from the old Upper Crust pizza chain 
are starting a new restaurant -- and they want everyone get a piece of the pie.]

2/21 GLOBE FOR SALE/Nickisch: [The New York Times looks for a buyer for the Boston 
Globe]

2/22 GLOBE FOLO/Nickisch: [Who might be interested in becoming the new owner of the 
Boston Globe?]

2/25 2WAY WITH PREZ OF NEW ENGLAND COUNCIL JAMES BRETT ON MA IMPACT 
OF SEQUESTRATION

2/26 DEFENSE CUTS/Oakes: A look at how defense companies in Massachusetts are 
bracing for the potential impact of sequestration, if Congress can't reach a compromise by 
Friday.
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2/27 CANDY & SODA TAX/Bebinger:  Candy and soda are currently exempt from the state 
sales tax, but Governor Patrick is proposing that they be subject to the 6.25 percent tax.

2/27 MA MILITARY SEQUESTER/Bever superspot:  Military officials in Massachusetts say 
the sequester will hit military and civilian employees across the state.

2/27 REPUBLICAN SEQUESTER REACTION 2-WAY/Pfeiffer: Sacha speaks with state 
Rep. Vincent deMacedo (R-Plymouth), ranking member of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, about the looming sequester and what it might mean for Massachusetts. He says 
the cuts will hurt and won't go so far as to accuse Democrats and the White House of fear 
mongering, as some national Republicans have accused. He wishes Congress and the 
President could find a fair, balanced solution to the crisis, but says the automatic spending 
cuts may be the bitter pill the nation needs to swallow to help tackle the massive national 
debt.

3/1 FEDERAL WORKER SEQUESTER/Nickisch: [Federal workers in Massachusetts 
waiting to find out who will furloughed as a result of Sequestration.}]

3/14 BOSTON PHOENIX CLOSING Nickisch debrief/Howard: Barbara speaks live with 
Curt Nickisch about today's announcement that the Boston Phoenix is closing.

3/15 BACON DONUTS/Shea: Beyond "honey-dipped" -- artisan donuts rise in popularity in 
the Boston area:

3/18 CLOUD TAX/Bever: Could we be taxed on "cloud computing" services? That's a a 
little-known line item in Governor Patrick's budget for 2014. We'll report on what it could 
mean, and how businesses are reacting to the proposal.

Education

1/17 BPS COLLEGE PERFORMANCE/Brady-Myerov: A new report shows a big 
improvement in the success rate of Boston public school graduates in college.

1/23 UMASS & GOV'S PLAN/Bever: Ahead of the governor's budget release today, he's 
talked of increased funding for higher ed. What could that mean for the UMass system? 

1/29 VIRTUAL AP CLASSES/Brady-Myerov: FEATURE PEGGED TO STATE BOARD 
OF ED'S TUES. LAUNCH OF VIRTUAL EDUCATORS LIST.

2/26 BOSTON SCHOOL ASSIGN/Handy: A special panel gives the greenlight to Boston 
Public School assignments closer to students' homes.

2/27 COLLEGES AND SEQUESTER/Nickisch: Boston-area colleges and universities are 
bracing for steep reductions in the amount of student aid and research funding they receive 
because of the looming sequestration process.
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2/28 BOSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE/Handy: [A call to let voters choose some members 
of the Boston School Committee]

3/25 NEW BABSON COLLEGE PREZ--KERRY HEALEY/Oakes 2-way with Healey tapes at 
6:10 a.m. on phone.:  [Embargoed until 11 pm Sunday.  
Former Lt. Gov Healey will be on the phone with Bob at 6:10 a.m. Monday to discuss her new 
job as President of Babson College.  Current President Len Schlessinger announced in 
December that he was stepping down effective at the end of this academic year.

Medical and Healthcare

1/2 FITCHBURG BMI/ Bebinger feature:  The aging Central Massachusetts mill city of 
Fitchburg tackles the issue of childhood obesity.:
BB-FITCH: [We knew this was an epidemic not just in fitchburg... but around the country... 
we had to not just try to throw bandaids at the problem.]

1/4 SEN. WARREN DAY I/Thys: Day One for Massachusetts' new US Senator, Elizabeth 
Warren:
ELE-WARR: "I'm trying to learn that this world now works on Senate Standard Time. So I'll 
learn."

1/14 Flu 2way/Dr. Barbara Ferrer, Boston Public Health Commission

1/18 COLORADO POT/Gotbaum: A medical marijuana entrepreneur from Colorado plans 
to bring his" Rocky Mountain high" business model to Massachusetts:

1/22 FREE CLINIC/Bebinger: We visit a local clinic...one of about 12-hundred across the 
country...where medical professionals volunteer to provide free health care:

2/6 2WAY WITH INTERIM DPH COMMISH LAUREN SMITH ON COMPOUNDING 
PHARMS

2/6 MAINE MEDICAL MARIJUANA DISPENSARY/Pfeiffer: Sacha goes behind the 
scenes of a medical marijuana dispensary in Biddeford, Maine, called Canuvo, to see how it 
works now that Massachusetts will be getting up to 35 such facilities.

2/14 FAULKNER DETOX CLOSING/Becker: Deb speaks with a recovering addict, a nurse, 
and a Brigham and Women's Faulkner Hospital VP about the planned closing of the 
hospital's detox unit, which is generating huge community opposition.

2/14 MEDICAL MARIJUANA SESSION/Bebinger: Martha B. super spot on the first of three 
public listening sessions regarding the new state medical marijuana law, sponsored by the 
state department of public health.

2/15 FAULKNER DETOX/Becker: [A plan to close the detox center at Faulkner Hospital. 
How will it affect addiction treatment?]
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2/19 MA MED MARIJUANA/Bebinger: [Licensing dilemmas for anyone in Massachusetts 
who wants to use medical marijuana in accordance with state law but in violation of federal 
law. ]

2/21 OVERUSED MED TESTS/Bebinger: [A list of tests and prescriptions some doctors 
say you probably don't really need.]

2/21 MEDICAL MARIJUANA RESEARCH 3-way/Becker-Jolicoeur: Deb speaks with Lyle 
Craker, agriculture professor at UMass Amherst, and Rick Doblin, director of the 
Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS), about Craker's 12-year effort to 
get federal government permission to grow marijuana for medical research. MAPS is 
sponsoring Craker and has received prior government approval for marijuana studies, which 
were then squashed.

3/6 HIGH-PRICED HOSPITALS/Bebinger: A new state report finds most health care 
dollars are spent at big-name hospitals:

3/11 MEDICAL MARIJUANA TOWN/CITY BANS/Pfeiffer 2-way: Sacha speaks with Ruth 
Clay, board of health director for Wakefield, Reading and Melrose, about the towns' bylaws 
banning medical marijuana dispensaries. The towns are awaiting an opinion from the state 
Attorney General's office next week as to whether those bans are legal. We also hear from 
ACLU attorney Sara Wunsch. The ACLU is opposing the bans.

3/11 ACLU OPPOSES DISPENSARY BANS/Pfeiffer 2-way: Sacha talks to Sara Wunsch, 
staff attorney for the ACLU of Massachusetts, about the organization's opposition to outright 
bans on medical marijuana dispensaries, and why the ACLU believes the bans don't pass 
legal muster.

3/26 VISIONARIES: DOUG MELTON/Gotbaum:  In our series, "Visionaries," 
today..the story of stem cell biologist Douglas Melton...and how his children's diabetes 
drives his work:

3/29 MED MARIJUNA/Bebinger  

Politics and Government

1/3 MARKEY'S RUN/Thys Debrief: As Elizabeth Warren is poised to be sworn in as 
Massachusetts' junior senator today...we survey to field lining up for a likely race to replace 
the state's senior senator, John Kerry.  

1/7 CITY COUNCIL/Handy:  The Boston City Council elects its new president today. 
WBUR's Delores Handy reports the votes takes on extra significance amid speculation over 
the political future of Mayor Tom Menino.
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1/8 MENINO FUTURE/Brady-Myerov:  Boston Mayor Tom Menino is out of the hospital 
but still recuperating from major health issues.  Will the 70-year-old mayor be healthy enough 
to run for re-election later this year?  

1/16 RABBI FOR MA US SENATOR/Thys: We profile Newton Rabbi Jonah Pesner...who 
is considering a run, should there be a US Senate race:

1/17 GUN CONTROL DEBATE 3-way: The debate over gun laws in Massachusetts:

1/17 STATE O' STATE/Brown: In his annual address on the State of the Commonwealth, 
Governor Patrick acknowledges his tax proposals will stir debate:

1/21 MA GOV RACE 2WAY/Watanabe: We speak with UMass Boston political science 
professor about the field of candidates for the 2014 governor's race, now that Lieutenant 
Governor Tim Murray has decided not to run.

1/21 INAUGURATION/Kennedy 2-way: On Inauguration Day, we talk with freshman Bay 
State Congressman Joe Kennedy III...in DC for the festivities.

1/23 SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY/2-way: We talk with State Senator Katherine Clark -- 
one of the Wakefield lawmakers who've filed a bill to reform the state's sex offender 
registry...in light of the child sex abuse charges against a Wakefield man.

1/24 GOV. BUDGET/Bever: ...Reaction to Governor Patrick's state budget.

1/24 KERRY CONFIRMATION 2-way/Lakshmanan: We preview today's start of the 
confirmation process for Secretary of State nominee, Senator John Kerry.  

1/25 LYNCH RUNNING FOR SENATE/Brady-Myerov debrief ***LIVE***
Deb speaks live with Monica Brady-Myerov about Rep. Stephen Lynch's plans to run for US 
Senate to replace John Kerry.

1/29 MENINO PREVIEW/Handy: [SHORT FEATURE & SPOT]
ELE-BAKER: "I think people are going to be looking at his physical appearance, as much as 
to what he says." Boston City Councilor Frank Baker on Menino's speech post-
hospitalization.

1/29 STATE OF CITY ANALYSIS/Di Cara 2-way

1/30 MENINO STATE OF CITY/Handy:  Bostonians who've wondered whether Mayor Tom 
Menino was healthy enough to continue in his job got their answer last night:  The mayor is 
back in the game.

1/30 MO COWAN APPOINTED INTERIM SENATOR/Thys debrief **LIVE**
Sacha speaks live with Fred Thys about today's appointment by Governor Patrick of Interim 
Senator William "Mo" Cowan, who replaces John Kerry.
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1/31 KERRY SPEECH/Brady-Myerov: Senator John Kerry's swan song struck some 
critical notes. WBUR's Monica Brady-Myerov reports.

1/31 MA INTERIM SENATOR/Thys: Meet the Bay State's newest senator.  WBUR's Fred 
Thys introduces us to Mo Cowan, the man named to fill John Kerry's seat.

1/31 LYNCH IS RUNNING/2-way: Ed Markey has competition:  Congressman Stephen 
Lynch says he's joining the race for John Kerry's vacant Senate seat.

2/1 KERRY FANEUIL FAREWELL/Nickisch: John Kerry's farewell...as a U-S Senator...at 
Faneuil Hall:  

2/1 KERRY'S POLITICAL CAREER/Brady-Myerov: We trace Kerry's political career...from 
anti-war vet to Massachusetts' senior Senator:

2/1 PATRICK VISION/Oakes 2-way: A conversation with Governor Deval Patrick...about 
priorities for final last two years in The Corner Office.

2/1 LYNCH ANNOUNCES/Thys Debrief: [6:15 AM IN-STUDIO DEBRIEF W/SOUND] 
Congressman Stephen Lynch launches his bid for the US Senate...as outgoing Senator John 
Kerry delivers his farewell bid.

2/5 REPUBLICANS SCRAMBLE/Thys: Are they in...or out?: Republicans scramble to find 
a candidate to run in the Special Senate Election. We'll have the latest scorecard.

2/5 BERRY SENATE/Oakes 2-way [6:15 PHONER] Are there any Republicans game for a 
Senate campaign? What is their apparent reluctance Republicans' reluctance doing to their 
party's prospects at the polls?

2/5 AARON SWARTZ/Bebinger: Family and friends of Aaron Swartz join some members 
of Congress...in calling for

2/5 DAN WINSLOW SENATE RUN/Thys: Fred Thys feature on Republican state Rep. 
Dan Winslow considering a run for the US Senate seat vacated by John Kerry.

2/6 WINSLOW FOR SENATE/Thys: [A Republican state lawmaker takes a cautious step... 
but is not ready to enter the US Senate race in Massachusetts yet]

2/7 MO COWAN SWEARING IN/Bebinger: Martha B. super spot on today's swearing in of 
interim US Senator Mo Cowan.

2/12 GOP SENTE 2-WAY/Oakes&Van Magness: [What a GOP primary for the open U-S 
Senate in Massachusetts might look like.]

2/13 2WAY WITH ELIZABETH WARREN ON STATE OF THE UNION
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2/14 DEMS SENATE/Thys: [Strengths and weaknesses of the two Democratic candidates 
for US Senate seat from Massachusetts]

2/15 WBUR POLL 2WAY/Koczela: We speak with MassINC pollster Steve Koczela about 
the latest WBUR poll on the U.S. Senate race

2/15 WBUR POLL/Thys: [A WBUR poll shows a close race between the two Democrats 
looking to become the state's new US Senator. ]

2/19 GOV COLUMBIA 2WAY/Oakes: [7:35 PHONER] Gov. Patrick wraps up a weekend 
trade mission to Columbia.

2/21 ORTIZ PART 2/Boeri: [The US Attorney for Massachusetts defends some 
controversial decisions that some lawyers call unfair. ]

2/26 DEMOCRATIC STRATEGIES/Thys:The very different approaches the two Democratic 
candidates are taking to running for the state's US senate seat.

2/26 MASS SEQUESTRATION IMPACT/Bever: [The potential impact across the board 
federal spending cuts could have on state government in Massachusetts.]

2/26 JOHN CONNOLLY RUNNING FOR MAYOR 2-way/Pfeiffer: Sacha speaks with 
Boston City Councilor John Connolly about his run for Mayor, which he officially announced 
today.

2/27 MAYOR CONNOLLY/Handy Superspot:  Boston City Councilor John Connolly says 
he's in the race for mayor -- regardless of whether Mayor Menino decides to go for a 6th 
term.

2/27 REPUBLICAN SIGNATURES/Thys.  Web headline: Today [Wed 2/27] is the deadline 
for Republicans to collect the 10,000 signatures they need to get on the ballot. We'll look at 
the scramble for signatures.

2/28 GABRIEL GOMEZ FOR SENATE/Thys: Fred follows Republican former Navy Seal 
Gabriel Gomez as he officially launches his campaign for Senate.

3/1 WHO IS GABRIEL GOMEZ/Thys: [The former Navy Seal running for the US Senate 
seat in Massachusetts begin introducing himself to voters.]

3/1 2WAY WITH SECRETARY OF STATE GALVIN ON CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS 
COMMENTS ABOUT VOTING EQUALITY IN MASSACHUSETTS

3/6 MENINO FUTURE/Oakes 2-way: We sit down with Mayor Menino to talk about his 
vision for Boston, his health, and his political future:

3/6 SENATE ANALYSIS/Oakes 3-way: Political analysts from both major parties assess 
the candidates and the issues in Massachusetts' special US Senate election.
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3/7 UMASS LOWELL SENATE POLL 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] A new poll gives 
Congressman Ed Markey a double digit lead in the US Senate contest.

3/11 SULLIVAN KICKOFF/Oakes-Sullivan: We find out what major issues Republican 
candidate Michael Sullivan hopes to race in the brief primary in the US Senate race.

3/13 SENATE REPUBLICANS/Thys Debrief:  [6:15 AM IN-STUDIO WITH SOUND] 
WBUR's Fred Thys reports on the first debate...among the three Republicans in the race to 
replace Senator Kerry in Congress.

3/18 PATRICK'S DAY POLITICS/Thys: (short feature & spot -- FILING ON SUNDAY) The 
special U-S Senate race takes center stage at the annual St. Patrick's Day breakfast.  

3/21 CONNOLLY MAYORAL KICKOFF/Handy: City Councilor John Connolly formally 
kicks-off his mayoral campaign...with an attack on the "status quo" in Boston's government:

3/26 WBUR POLL/Thys: Wide open -- that's how Massachusetts' US Senate race looks in 
the latest WBUR poll:

3/27 SENATE DEBATE PREVIEW/Watanabe: [6:15 AM PHONER] We preview what each 
of the five candidates for U.S. Senate have to prove...as the Republicans and Democrats 
take part in their first broadcast debates tonight [Wednesday].

3/27 LYNCH V. MARKEY/Thys:  (**PLS. PROMOTE TONIGHT'S DEBATE IN TAG**) 
Ahead of tonight's debate among US Senate candidates, this morning we compare the 
Congressional voting records of rival Democrats Stephen Lynch and Ed Markey.

3/28 JOHN CONNOLLY 2-WAY: [7:15 PHONER] As we await an official announcement 
today from Mayor Tom Menino, we talk with City Councilor John Connolly...the only major 
candidate to declare a bid for the Mayor's office.

3/28 SENATE DEBATE/Bever:  We round up last night's live broadcast debate in the US 
Senate race. Republicans faced off in the first half, while Democrats sparred in the other.

3/28 DEBATE ANALYSIS 2-WAY/Berry: [6:15 PHONER] And we'll analyze the winners and 
losers in the split-format debate.  

3/29 MENINO GOODBYE 1/Handy: The color. His message. His emotion. His goodbye.

3/29 MENINO LOOK BACK/Gellerman: A look back at the two-decade-long mayoralty of 
Thomas M. Menino, urban mechanic. NOTE: the lede for the Gellerman piece contains a cut: 
ELE-MENINO1] Accolades pouring in for Mayor Tom Menino who will step down as Boston's 
mayor at the end of his term. Long-time political ally Joe Timilty speaks fondly of the mayor:

3/29 MAYORAL CANDIDATES/Thys
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Crime

1/8 BULGER LATEST/Boeri:  This morning, attorneys for accused mobster James 
"Whitey" Bulger will try to convince an appeals court that the judge in the case should be 
removed.

1/9 BULGER JUDGE FOLO/Boeri: Public perception becomes a factor...as a federal 
court considers the defense request to force a recusal in the trial of James "Whitey" Bulger.

1/15 SWARTZ US ATTY/Boeri: We look at the aggressive case federal prosecutors in 
Boston were pursuing against Internet activist and programmer Aaron Swartz, who 
committed suicide on Friday.  

1/16 SWARTZ FOLO/Boeri: Retired federal judge Nancy Gertner adds her voice to the 
criticism of the US Attorney's case against Internet activist Aaron Swart, who committed 
suicide on Friday.

1/18 ORTIZ-SWARTZ FOLO/Boeri: U-S Attorney Carmen Ortiz talks about Aaron 
Swartz...for the first time since he took his life last Friday:

1/21 AMHERST DRUG LAB SUPER SPOT/BEVER:  NWS-M21B  Super spot on the arrest 
of another crime lab chemist.

1/24 NANNY FOLO/Becker: The court releases more information surrounding an Irish 
nanny accused in the death of a Cambridge baby. And we report on reaction in Ireland:

1/25 DRUG LAB/Becker: An update ... as local and state officials say they're collaborating 
as they try to handle the fallout from the drug lab scandal:

1/28 JUVIE JUSTICE PLAN/Oakes: [6:15 PHONER] The impact of permitting parole 
consideration for most teen killers in Massachusetts.

1/31 DAs NEED $$ FOR DOOKHAN/Becker: District Attorneys say their budgets are being 
crushed by the cost of re-processing all the cases affected by the discredited state drug labs.

2/4 2way with james alan fox on gun crime

2/5 SAL DIMASI APPEAL/Becker debrief: Sacha speaks with Deb Becker about today's 
arguments before a US Appeals Court panel in Boston, in the appeal of former 
Massachusetts House Speaker Sal DiMasi, convicted of federal bribery charges in 2011

2/13 BULGER HEARING BOERI DEBRIEF/Becker  **LIVE**
Deb speaks live with David Boeri about today's hearing on Whitey Bulger's argument that he 
was granted immunity for crimes in the 1970s and 80s.

2/14 BULGER YESTERDAY/Boeri: [A new defense claim in the case of alleged mobster 
James Whitey Bulger-- that he was NOT a government informant after all.]
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2/15 PATERNO REVISITED/Littlefield: [What to make of a new report on the role revered 
Coach Joe Paterno played in the child sex abuse scandal at Penn State.]

2/20 BULGER 1/Boeri: [New allegations of over-zealous prosecution tactics against the US 
Attorney for Massachusetts]

3/19 GARDNER FBI/Gellerman: The FBI launches a campaign to find the masterpieces 
missing from the Gardner Museum, as investigators say they've identified the thieves:

Science and Technology

1/4 HEAT EFFICIENCY/Brady-Myerov: How new technology -- including thermal imaging 
-- is helping homeowners button up their houses for the winter.

1/17 DIGITAL LIVES #1/Adler:  We launch a new weekly series..."Digital Lives"...today -- 
family and friendship in the age of smartphones:
         
1/24 DIGITAL LIVES #2/Goldberg: In our weekly series, Digital Lives...today, we explore 
what video games are doing to children:

2/12 ROBOTICS TESTING/Oakes & Yanco: UMass Lowell opens a robot testing facility, 
with hopes it will spur innovation in robotics. We speak with the computer science professor 
who will run the center.

Religion

1/14 PARISH REAX/Brady-Myerov:

2/11 2way with Ray Flynn on Pope Resignation

2/12 BENEDICT BOSTON REACT/Brady-Myerov: [Boston Catholics react with 
surprise, regret, and suspicion to the resignation of Pope Benedict]

2/13 CARDINAL SEAN ON BENEDICT/Brady-Myerov:  One of 120 electors of the next 
Pope, Cardinal Sean O'Malley of Boston, talks about changes that a new Pope could 
bring.

2/19 O'MALLEY POPE SPECULATION 2-way/Becker: Deb speaks with John Allen, senior 
Vatican correspondent for National Catholic Reporter, about his report that "buzz" is building 
in Rome around the possibility of Cardinal Sean O'Malley of Boston being elected Pope.
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2/25 CATHOLIC REAX/ LEPIARZ : Catholics in Boston react to pope Benedict stepping 
down and speculation that Boston Cardinal Sean O'Malley could replace him NWS-M25A 
(1:52)

2/28 O'MALLEY PAPBILE/Oakes: [A debate over whether Boston Cardinal Sean O'Malley 
should be considered to become the next pope.]

2/28 BOSTONIANS TO ROME/Becker: [A divide among clergy sex abuse survivors in 
Boston over whether Cardinal Sean O'Malley is qualified to become Pope.]

3/4 SNAP ROME PROTEST 2-way/Becker: Deb speaks with David Clohessy, a 
member of SNAP -- Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests -- about the group's 
opposition to Cardinal Bernard Law taking part in pre-conclave meetings of cardinals 
who will elect Pope (though he won't be voting because he's 81 years old). They say 
it's hurtful to priest abuse victims.

3/11 CONCLAVE BOSTON PERSPECTIVE/RD Sahl 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONER] On 
the eve of the Conclave to elect a new Pope, we talk with our correspondent in 
Rome...about the involvement of Boston Cardinals O'Malley and Law.

3/11 POPE LATEST/Sahl: R.D. Sahl super spot about the happenings in Rome 
leading up to tomorrow's start of the conclave.

3/12 CONCLAVE BEGINS/RD Sahl 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONER]  We'll report from 
Rome...where the conclave to elect a new pope officially begins today.

3/12 TERRY DONILON 2-WAY/Brown: Steve speaks with Terry Donilon, spokesman 
for Cardinal Sean O'Malley, about the papal conclave and talk of O'Malley as one of 
the leading contenders for Pope.

3/12 POPE LATEST/Sahl: RD Sahl feature in which he speaks with a Harvard grad 
who runs a magazine devoted to Vatican news.

3/14 BOSTON CATHOLICS/Gellerman: Catholics in Boston head to church to 
celebrate the selection of a new Pope.

3/14 BOSTON LATIN AMERICAN CATHOLICS/Thys: Latin American immigrants 
are praising the papal pick:

3/14 ARGENTINE PERSPECTIVE 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONER] A Boston writer and 
professor ... from Buenos Aires ...brings us her perspective on the new Pope.
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3/14 POPE JESUITS 2-WAY/Howard: Barbara speaks with a Jesuit from Boston 
College (O'Keefe) about what the new pope -- who is also a Jesuit -- means for the 
order and Jesuit institutions.

Weather and Environmental

2/6 MENINO SEA LEVEL/Brady-Myerov: [Predictions of increased flooding risks in 
Boston, as sea level rises]

2/7 BIG SNOW POSSIBLE/Oakes-Rosenthall: [Just how much snow we should expect 
from the approaching storm]

2/7 MUDDY RIVER RESTORATION/Brady-Myerov: [A massive restoration project to 
reduce flooding from the Muddy River. OR Restoring a river in Boston to its original form to 
cut down on flooding:

2/7 MARK ROSENTHAL 2-WAY/Pfeiffer **LIVE**: Sacha talks LIVE with meteorologist 
Mark Rosenthal about the impending storm.

2/8 BIG SNOW/Rosenthal: [The latest forecast for the major storm coming our way. Will it 
be a blizzard?]

2/8 MASSDOT STORM PREP/Davey OR DePaola: [6:35 PHONER] We get the latest on 
how Massachusetts transportation officials are preparing for the storm.

2/8 BOSTON STORM PREP/Menino: [7:10 PHONER] We hear from Boston Mayor 
Thomas Menino about how the city is preparing for the storm.

2/8 PATRICK STORM PREP/Patrick: [7:45 PHONER] We hear from Gov Deval Patrick 
about how the state govt  is preparing for the storm.

2/8 RGGI/Bever: [Why a regional plan to limit greenhouse gases has had little 
environmental impact so far]

2/8 NAT GRID STORM PREP/Reed: [6:15 PHONER] National Grid president Marcy Reed 
tells us how the company is preparing for the storm.

2/11 2way with NSTAR on storm recovery

2/11 STORM DAMAGE-SOUTH SHORE/Thys super spot: Fred Thys visits Marshfield and 
Scituate, as Governor Patrick tours areas damaged and flooded in the snow storm.

2/11 PETER JUDGE STORM UPDATE 2-WAY/Becker **LIVE**: Deb speaks LIVE with 
Peter Judge of MEMA for the latest on storm recovery.
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2/11 SOMERVILLE SNOW EMERGENCY 2-WAY/Becker **LIVE**: Deb speaks live with 
Somerville Mayor Joseph Curtatone about the city's decision to extend the snow/parking 
emergency and cancel school until Wednesday as crews struggle to clean up from the snow 
storm.

2/13 ROXBURY SNOW WOES/Handy:  There is plenty of snow-removal equipment in the 
city, but some of it is just parked.  Residents -- and the mayor --  are upset about it.  

3/6 STORM COMING/Rosenthal 2-way: [avail. from 5:15 on...] Meteorologist Mark 
Rosenthal joins us with the latest on the storm that's heading our way.  

3/6 MARK ROSENTHAL WEATHER 2-WAY/Becker: Deb speaks with 
meteorologist Mark Rosenthal about the coming snow storm.

3/7 ROSENTHAL ON STORM/Rosenthal 2-ways: Heavy, wet snow this 
morning...amidst concerns about coastal flooding and possible power outages. We'll 
update you on the storm that keeps on keeping on.

3/15 PLUM ISLAND FUTURE/Gellerman:  Seas are rising on Plum Island. Homes 
are falling into the ocean. The once tranquil seaside community is now -- literally -- on 
edge:

3/18 2WAY WITH MARK ROSENTHAL ON THE WINTER STORM

3/19 BAD WEATHER/Rosenthal 2-ways: [via ISDN at 0:25 & 0:50 past the hour-- 
headline depends on status of storm]

3/22 RISING TIDE/Gellerman: After a season of devastating storms, people on Plum 
Island are defying the law, and building giant barriers on the beach...to try and keep 
their homes intact:

Arts, Culture, Media

1/11 REX TRAILER/Brown: Remembering Rex Trailer, whose Western-themed TV show 
was a must-see for generations of New England kids:

1/14 CUBA ARTS #1/Shea: We launch a new series, "Opening Cuba Through Art." Today, 
we report on a Boston gallery owner’s 'trade mission' to encourage relations through art.

1/15 CUBA ARTS #2/Shea: Our Cuba series continues today...with a look at the special 
place artists occupy in the socialist system:
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1/16 CUBA ARTS #3/Shea: Today, our series "Cuba Opens, Through Art" concludes...with 
a Boston musician's voyage of discovery:

1/17 INVISIBLE MAN, ETC./Ed Siegel:  Invisible Man, Pippin, 33 Variations and Other 
Desert Cities.  It might be along the lines of for all the flash at the two large productions -- 
Invisible Man and Pippin -- the smaller plays offer more.

2/6 TENNESEE WILLIAMS FIRST TIME/Shea: [What it took to persuade one star of the 
first ever staging of a Tennesee Williams play at the American Rep to take the part]

2/19 BULGER BOOK/Oakes: We speak with two Globe reporters who have written a new 
book about alleged mobster James "Whitey" Bulger, revealing new details about his past and 
personality.

3/4 SOUND SUITS/Shea: [An artist invites you to re-consider the human shape-- 
by making costumes of people out of twigs and other random material ]

3/14 THEATER/Siegel: Ed Siegel has a review.

3/15 SHEA FEATURE/BSO Female Composers: Augusta Reed Thomas is a 
formidable force in an industry dominated by men. We’ll meet the famous female 
composer to talk about her new cello concerto commissioned by the BSO for soloist 
Lynn Harrell.  

3/15 TO COVER "CHARLES LLOYD AT 75": 75 Years Of Charles Lloyd, Jazz's 
Spirit Warrior

Sports

1/3 TOM BRADY/Given: With the Patriots in the playoffs and Tom Brady enjoying a 
record-breaking season....the debate rages on: Is he the best Q-B ever?
ELE-TOM: "There’s a lot of good quarterbacks playing right now, as well, so is he even the 
best right now?"

1/8 BASEBALL STEROIDS/Stout 2-way:  Should the Baseball Hall of Fame include 
players who used -- or are thought to have used --  steroids?  We'll talk with writer Glenn 
Stout about this year's voting.

1/9 NHL SEASON LATE START/Littlefield: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on whether hockey 
fans will remember what was lost in the now-resolved NHL lockout.

1/11 PATRIOTS PLAYOFF/Reiss 2-way: Our football analyst Mike Reiss previews the 
Patriots' playoff game against the Houston Texans this Sunday. Will the Pats repeat their 
December dusting of the Texans?
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1/14 POST PATS PLAYOFF/Tribou:

1/18 PATS V RAVENS/Reiss 2-way: The Patriots host the Ravens in the AFC 
Championship game on Sunday...to determine who moves on to the Super Bowl. Our football 
analyst Mike Reiss previews the face-off between two teams who usually tussle 'til the final 
minutes.

1/21 PATS-RAVENS AFC/Given:

1/25 SUPER BOWL/Littlefield Commentary: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on the Super Bowl 
extravaganza.  

1/28 RONDO'S KNEE/Tribou: [7:15 PHONER] How Rajon Rando's town ACL will affect the 
Celtics season.

2/7 AROD PED/Littlefield: [Our sports commentator on the mind-set of professional 
athletes who use performance enhancing drugs.]

2/28 BRADY EXTENSION/Littlefield: [Our sports commentator on suggestions Patriots 
Quarterback Tom Brady should have insisted on more money for a contract extension.]

3/7 SPORTS GENERATIONS/Littlefield essay: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on how sports can 
build a bridge across the generations.

3/11 JACK PARKER RETIRING/Tribou debrief **LIVE**: Sacha talks with Doug Tribou 
about today's announcement by BU hockey coach Jack Parker that he's retiring after 40 
years.

3/12 PARKER GOING/Tribou: Longtime Boston University hockey coach decides to step 
down at the end of this season, after a winning career on the ice and recent problems off the 
ice:

3/15 TO COVER "BIG EAST DEMISE": College Basketball Teams Hope For More Money 
By Leaving Big East Conference

3/22 UNPAID LABOR/Littlefield: WBUR's Bill Littlefield on "March Madness"...asks why are 
the players the only ones who don't get paid?

3/29 RED SOX SEASON 2WAY/Stout  Baseball historian Glenn Stout on expectations for 
this year’s Olde Towne Team.

National/International

1/29 LOCAL BRAZILIANS/Brady-Myerov: [RADIO BOSTON DEBRIEF, M.E. FEATURE & 
NEWSCAST] ELE-BRAZIL2: "We have not learned our lesson. The people who are in charge 
of the safety of our nightclubs goers and restaurant people and theatre people just don't get 
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it. They never did. They're not getting it now." (father (David Kane) whose son (Nicky) was 
the youngest Rhode Island nightclub victim a decade ago reflects on the latest nightclub fire 
in Brazil)

2/1 VISIONARIES/Oakes-McNerney: In our series, Visionaries, today we profile Anne 
Goldfeld...locally-based physician and human rights activist...whose work knows no borders:

3/5 PHILANTHROPY 2-WAY: OAKES interviews Paul Schervish [pron: SHER-vish] about 
charitable giving and the receding recession.

3/25 DOMA AND BUSINESSES/Nickisch: As the US Supreme Court considers gay 
marriage this week, we'll hear from Bay State companies who say the Defense of Marriage 
Act -- which requires different benefits for same-sex and straight couples -- means 
businesses have to administer a costly, dual system:
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Quarterly Issues/Programs List

“On Point”
(January, February, March 2013)

January 2013

Tuesday, January 1, 2013
The Cliff, And What’s Next
Hammering out a deal. We’ve got the latest news and analysis from the fiscal cliff.

Nature's Symphony
Nature speaks. We’ll hear a symphony of natural sound. Growls and gurgles, wind and water, 
wolf and jaguar, glaciers on the move.

Wednesday, January 2, 2013
Jared Diamond
Jared Diamond tells us what we can learn from traditional societies.

The Economy In 2013
The US economy in 2013. We’ll look at the bright spots, red flags and big trends for the year 
ahead.

Thursday, January 03, 2013
George Takei
Once Star Trek’s Mr. Sulu, now he’s a web favorite and a big voice for gay rights. We’re 
talking with the singular George Takei.

The Future of Arctic Drilling
There’s a world of oil up in the Arctic waters off Alaska. But a drilling rig run aground has 
revived fears about the price we may pay to tap it.

Friday, January 04, 2013
Comedy On And Off The Radar
How the Wild West of late night cable and internet comedy is changing the world of American 
humor.

Week In The News: Cliff Deal, Sandy Relief, Hillary’s Health
A fiscal cliff deal. Uproar over Sandy relief. Hillary’s health. Our weekly news roundtable goes 
behind the headlines.

Monday, January 07, 2013
Fury Over Rape In India
All of India up in arms over a brutal gang rape and killing. We’ll look at the treatment of 
women and the uproar in India.
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The Debt Ceiling And The Constitution
On the coming debt ceiling battle, the President says he won’t be held hostage by Congress. 
But is there any constitutional way for him to avoid a standoff?

Tuesday, January 08, 2013
Jeff Bridges On Zen Buddhism And ‘The Big Lebowski’
We talk with actor Jeff Bridges about Zen Buddhism and “The Big Lebowski.”

Chuck Hagel And The Nomination For Secretary Of Defense
Republican former Sen. Chuck Hagel and the nomination for secretary of defense. We’ll hear 
supporters and critics.

Wednesday, January 09, 2013
A New Playlist For 2013
New music for a new year.

Monogamy And Online Dating
Are online dating services undermining American monogamy?

Thursday, January 10, 2013
Drought And The Mississippi
American drought and the mighty Mississippi. Running low. We’re looking at climate change, 
commerce and the fight over water on the Big Muddy.

Artist And Dissident Ai Weiwei
Ai Weiwei, China’s most famous living artist and most creative political dissident joins us from 
Beijing for a rare appearance in American media.

Friday, January 11, 2013
Ayana Mathis And ‘The Twelve Tribes Of Hattie’
Breakout novelist Ayana Mathis and her raw telling of African-America’s great northern 
migration in “The Twelve Tribes of Hattie.”

Week In The News: New Cabinet, Gun Summits, Flu
New cabinet picks. Joe Biden’s gun summits. The flu hits hard. Our weekly news roundtable 
goes behind the headlines.

Monday, January 14, 2013
Is The Military Losing Its Best?
A former Air Force officer says the U.S. military is bleeding talent and needs an overhaul. 
We’ll listen. Plus, remembering Aaron Swartz.

California’s Budget Surplus
After years of fiscal trouble, California’s looking at a budget surplus. We’ll look at how they 
did it and the lessons there.
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Tuesday, January 15, 2013
Feeling The Heat
Fire-walking, the hydrogen bomb, Death Valley, and more. We’ll go deep on the essence of 
heat.

Different Visions For Israel
Israeli politics loom large in American policy. Next week is a big vote there. We’ll look at 
sharply different visions from Israel’s future.

Wednesday, January 16, 2013
Feeling The Heat
Fire-walking, the hydrogen bomb, Death Valley, and more. We’ll go deep on the essence of 
heat.

Different Visions For Israel
Israeli politics loom large in American policy. Next week is a big vote there. We’ll look at 
sharply different visions from Israel’s future.

Thursday, January 17, 2013
Robert Green Ingersoll: The Great American Agnostic
Robert Green Ingersoll, the great American agnostic — and how his 1880s message 
resonates today.

President Obama’s Call For Action On Guns
Gun policy and politics now. We’re looking at the President’s new push and what’s possible, 
on this side of Newtown.

Friday, January 18, 2013
Lance Armstrong: The Confession And Doping Now
Lance Armstrong takes his story to Oprah. So, what do we think about him and doping now?

Week In The News: Guns, Algeria Hostages, Dreamliner Grounded
The President’s push on guns. Hostage nightmare in Algeria. Boeing’s Dreamliner grounded. 
Our weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, January 21, 2013
Flying Lotus
DJ and electronic composer Steven Ellison – aka Flying Lotus – the master beatmaker at 
work.

Listening Back To Our 2006 Interview With Barack Obama
As the president is sworn in for a second term, we’re listening back to our 2006 On Point 
interview with then young Senator Obama.

Tuesday, January 22, 2013
Turning Into Your Parents
The real parent trap. “I’m turning into my parents.”
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President Obama’s Inaugural Address And His Second Term
We’ll look at President Obama’s inaugural address and the second term ahead.

Wednesday, January 23, 2013
Is Creating New Life — Maybe Even A Neanderthal — Possible?
Creating new life and bringing back old. Maybe even Neanderthal man.

Outlining A New Foreign Policy
It’s a new presidential term. A new global time. Maybe time for a new American foreign 
policy.

Thursday, January 24, 2013
Hard Times And Polarized Politics
Fog obscures the Capitol dome on Capitol Hill in Washington. (AP)
Economist Benjamin Friedman on how hard times feed polarized politics.

The Dreamliner Grounded And Boeing’s Future
Boeing Dreamliners are grounded all over the world. The American super plane in trouble. 
We’re looking at Boeing’s misstep.

Friday, January 25, 2013
The Giant Squid: Onscreen At Last
The giant squid, recorded for the first time in its natural habitat. We’re looking at the myth and 
intimate reality of a deep sea marvel.

Week In The News: Inauguration, Clinton Hearings, Women In Combat
Obama 2.0. Hillary in the hot seat. Women cleared for combat. Our weekly news roundtable 
goes behind the headlines.

Monday, January 28, 2013
Cyberbullying And Sexual Shaming
When cyberbullying turns into sexual shaming, with one teen who decided to tell her peers 
it’s got to stop.

Opening School Sports To Kids With Disabilities
The U.S. Department of Education is telling schools they must include students with 
disabilities in sports. How will that work?

Tuesday, January 29, 2013
Dave Barry On ‘Insane City’
We’re talking with Pulitzer Prize-winning humor man Dave Barry about Miami madness and 
his new book, “Insane City.”

The New Push For Immigration Reform
The big new push for immigration reform. We’re looking at what’s on the table and the path 
ahead.
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Wednesday, January 30, 2013
The Pentagon And Cyber Defense, Cyber Warnings
New alarms about the risk of cyber attack as the Pentagon calls for more cyber warriors.

Gay In America: A Roundtable
Gay in America, now. We’re talking with gay Americans from across the country about 
changing attitudes and their lives.

Thursday, January 31, 2013
Hillary Clinton’s Legacy And Future
Thinking about Hillary Clinton: we’re looking to the legacy and future of the outgoing 
Secretary of State.

The GOP Regroups
Rebranding the GOP. Republican insiders on regrouping for their party’s future.

February 2013

Friday, February 01, 2013
Marriage At The Movies
Why marriage doesn’t work for Hollywood. The troubled history of going the distance on the 
silver screen.

Week In The News: Immigration, Guns, Hagel Hearings
Immigration. Gabby Giffords on guns. Chuck Hagel in the hot seat. An Israeli air strike in 
Syria. Our weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, February 04, 2013
Sports And Politics
The day after the Super Bowl, politics and mega-sports. Imperial sports.

Egypt In Crisis
Egypt in crisis. A “collapse of the state” warning, and what comes next.

Tuesday, February 05, 2013
The History Of Ninjas
Japan’s old politics by other means — the real, thousand-year history of the ninja.

After Big Storms: Rebuild Or No?
New York’s governor wants Superstorm Sandy victims to move off the coast. We’ll look at 
when and where to rebuild.

Wednesday, February 06, 2013
The Future Of Adoption: International And Domestic
Russia, Guatemala, and more are slamming the door on American adoptions. Is the great 
age of international adoption behind us?
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Adderall On Campus: Use And Abuse
A drug prescribed for ADHD is all over college campuses now. We’re looking at the use and 
abuse of Adderall.

Thursday, February 07, 2013
Tough Times For Older Workers
Tough times for older workers. Many can’t retire or find a job. We’ll look at boomers and more 
in the bust.

Education Lessons From Top-Ranked Finland And South Korea
Finland and South Korea top the charts in a new global education ranking. But with very 
different philosophies. We’re looking at what the US – ranked number 17 – can learn.

Friday, February 08, 2013
Richard III: Shakespeare’s Villain And The Real King
Richard III, back from the dead. Out of the parking lot. We’ll look at history, Shakespeare, and 
the return of the king.

Week In The News: Drones, John Brennan, Sequester Talk
Drones and a CIA nominee. Post office cutbacks. Big dance on the budget. Our weekly news 
roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, February 11, 2013
The Obama Administration, Drone Strikes, And The Law
The Obama administration’s argument on drone warfare. Even against Americans. We push 
deeper on drones, killing, and the law.

A Survey Of American Relationships And Love
A giant new survey lays out what’s really going on in American relationships, American love 
— and the world’s.

Tuesday, February 12, 2013
The Secret World Of Scientology
Uncovering the secret inner world of Scientology with Pulitzer prize-winning author Lawrence 
Wright.

The Power Of The NRA In America’s Gun Debate
How the NRA conquered America’s gun debate, and how it’s fighting tooth and nail right now 
not to lose it.

Wednesday, February 13, 2013
Insights From Asia’s Senior Statesman Lee Kuan Yew
The collected insights of Asia’s senior statesman, Singapore’s Lee Kuan Yew on the U.S., 
China and what the future holds.
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President Obama’s State Of The Union Address
The State of the Union. President Obama makes his case. We talk about the President’s 
agenda, Congress, and the road ahead.

Thursday, February 14, 2013
A Near Miss: Fending Off Asteroids
A huge asteroid brushes by planet Earth Friday. Closer than our own satellites. We’ll look at 
our very close call, and asteroid defense.

The President’s Call For A New Vocational Training
The President’s call to remake a wing of high-school on German lines. Vocational training for 
the high-tech jobs of the future.

Friday, February 15, 2013
Whiskey: The History And Today’s Industry
From pure pot still, to Kentucky’s finest, the spirit is having a comeback. We’ll ask what and 
why.

Week In The News: State Of The Union, Pope Out, California Killer
State of the Union. Papal shocker. California’s ex-cop nightmare. Our weekly news 
roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, February 18, 2013
The Ball: The Object Of The Game
From tennis to soccer to the NBA, the surprising history of why we play ball.

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Under Attack
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau under attack. We’re looking at who’s attacking 
what, and why.

Tuesday, February 19, 2013
The American Airlines And US Airways Merger
U.S. Airways and American Airlines planes are shown at gates at DFW International Airport. 
Merging American Airlines and US Airways. What will it mean for you? For air travel?

Sequestration And What It Means For The U.S.
Sequestration is on its way. The next budget cliff. We’ll look at what all those cuts would 
mean for the country.

Wednesday, February 20, 2013
Indiana Farmer Takes Seed-Giant Monsanto To Supreme Court
An Indiana farmer takes his case against Monsanto seed control to the U.S. Supreme Court.

The Cost Of Prison
States fed up with high prison costs and mandatory sentencing move to change. Must the 
U.S. be number one in prisoners?
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Thursday, February 21, 2013
What Would Lincoln Do?
Abraham Lincoln and the evolution of American morality. What would Lincoln do, say, today?

The Feminine Mystique At 50
The Feminine Mystique at 50. We’ll talk with women about the book, Betty Friedan, what’s 
changed, what hasn’t, and women now.

Friday, February 22, 2013
The Oscars
Will Daniel Day-Lewis get crowned for his Honest Abe? Will Hushpuppy tame the beasts of 
the academy? On Point looks at this year’s best work in film and the Oscars.

Week In The News: Sequestration, Immigration, And Chinese Hacking
Sequester debate. Immigration backlash. A new hard line on Chinese hacking and theft. Our 
weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines

Monday, February 25, 2013
The Global World Of Mega Heists
Fifty million dollars in diamonds stolen from a Brussels airport. We’ll look inside the global 
world of mega heists.

Manufacturing Innovation
The call for federal investment in new manufacturing innovation hubs across the country. 
Would they make the U.S. more competitive? Should we spend the money? Where?

Tuesday, February 26, 2013
The Circus: Past And Future
Acrobat Duncan Wall ran away to join the circus, and found the circus has changed. He’s 
with us.

Dr. Ben Carson
We’re talking to neurosurgeon, Obama health care critic and new darling of the American 
conservative movement, Dr. Ben Carson.

Wednesday, February 27, 2013
Detroit’s Problems, Detroit’s Future
Forbes Magazine calls Detroit “America’s Most Miserable City.” What do you do with a city 
like that? We’re asking Detroiter Charlie LeDuff.

Yahoo’s Ban On Working From Home
This image released by NBC shows Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer appearing on NBC News' 
Yahoo! CEO and new mom Marissa Mayer – says no more working from home for her staff. 
But wait, wasn’t that the future?
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Thursday, February 28, 2013
Wearable Tech And Augmented Reality
Technology you will wear. Google’s glasses. Apple’s iWatch. And “augmented reality” on its 
way.

Pope Benedict Bows Out
Pope Benedict’s last day. We’re looking at challenges for the Catholic Church and ahead to 
the conclave.

March 2013

Friday, March 01, 2013
Week In The News: Sequester, Pope Out, Aid To Syrian Rebels
Sequester: day one. The Pope, now emeritus. US aid to Syrian rebels. Our weekly news 
roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Vikings! On And Off Screen
Reimagining the Vikings, where history meets drama.

Monday, March 04, 2013
Inside America’s Gun Culture
We’re looking inside America’s gun culture.

The Sequester’s Impact And Future
The first workweek under sequester begins. We’re touching down around the country, and in 
Washington for the impact and where this goes

Tuesday, March 05, 2013
Anorexia Among The Very Young
Children as young as five, being treated for anorexia. We’re exploring the subtle causes and 
treatments that can save lives.

What’s Next For Syria
More refugees pouring out of Syria, more promises of aid for the rebels, and more fears that 
the radicals will win this fight. We take stock.

Wednesday, March 06, 2013
Alabama And The Voting Rights Act
The Supreme Court heard a challenge to the Voting Rights Act. Is it still needed? We ask 
Shelby County, Alabama.

The Death Of Hugo Chavez And The Future of Venezuela
Hugo Chavez, dead at 58. We’re looking at what’s ahead for Venezuela.
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Thursday, March 07, 2013
The Science Of Winning And Losing
We examine the science of winning and losing. Why a lucky few are top dogs and the rest of 
us aren’t.

Behind The Dow’s High
The Dow hit a record high. What’s behind the jump? And what’s the big picture economic 
message?

Friday, March 08, 2013
The Iditarod: ‘The Last Great Race’
Mushers, majestic huskies, and more: we go to the Iditarod.

Week In The News: Obama And The GOP, Chavez, Filibuster
Obama breaks bread with the GOP. Hugo Chavez. HIV baby cured.

Monday, March 11, 2013
Discrimination Against Asians In College Admissions
Asian-Americans and college admissions. Is the bar set higher for Asian-Americans?

Environmentalism’s Next Generation
A new generation of “climate activists” are ready to raise Hell over the Keystone Pipeline and 
more. We hear from them.

Tuesday, March 12, 2013
New York’s Sugary Drink Ban Struck Down
A judge strikes down New York’s ban on big sugary drinks. What do we do about American 
obesity?

The Conclave Begins: Picking A Pope
The cardinals sit down in Rome. The conclave begins. We look at the politics and prayer of 
choosing a new pope.

Wednesday, March 13, 2013
Juan de Marcos Gonzalez Of The Afro-Cuban All Stars
The Afro-Cuban All Stars bandleader Juan de Marcos Gonzalez joins us. We’ll get the latest 
hot sounds out of Havana.

Small Knives And The TSA’s New Strategy
The TSA’s new strategy on airline security: Small knives are OK and so are “trusted” 
passengers. But who makes that list? And how?

Thursday, March 14, 2013
Margaret Fuller: Journalist, Critic, Transcendentalist
America’s first feminist. The 19th century’s journalist, critic, transcendentalist, adventurer, 
Margaret Fuller.
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Money, Access, And The White House
Barack Obama was a controversial pathbreaker in putting big private money in campaign 
politics. Now he’s doing it in the White House. We investigate.

Friday, March 15, 2013
The Jeanie Johnston: The Legendary Irish Famine Ship
For St. Patrick’s Day, the story of the legendary tall-masted ship – the Jeanie Johnston – that 
brought thousands of Irish from famine to America.

Week In The News: New Pope, Dueling Budgets, Steubenville
Pope Francis. Paul Ryan and dueling budgets. The Steubenville rape case goes to trial. Our 
weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, March 18, 2013
Justice, Social Media And The Rape Case In Steubenville
Social media, outrage, justice and the Steubenville rape case.

Looking Back At The Iraq War
Ten years after the American invasion of Iraq, we weigh the price and lessons of the war that 
followed.

Tuesday, March 19, 2013
John James Audubon And ‘The Birds Of America.’
Into the woods. How John James Audubon hunted, pinned, and painted his masterpiece, 
“The Birds of America.”

Big Corporations Lobbying For Big Tax Breaks
As Congress tightens the national budget belt, big corporations are getting monster tax 
breaks, with the help of high paid lobbyists.

Wednesday, March 20, 2013
The Surge In African Elephant Slaughter
The kill-off of elephants is getting worse. Humans are wiping them off the face of the earth, 
and scientists say the elephants know it.

Private Drones In American Skies
Drones on top of drones. New, commercial drones take off. Some say our skies will be dark 
with privately-owned drones.

Thursday, March 21, 2013
Douglas Rushkoff On ‘Present Shock’
Never mind future shock. Douglas Rushkoff says we’re suffering “present shock.” The 
tyranny of the digital, always-on “now.”

The Fate Of Gun Reform
Neil Heslin, the father of a six-year-old boy who was slain in the Sandy Hook massacre in 
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Three months after Sandy Hook. Will gun reform be gutted in the U.S. Senate? Is it 
happening right now?

Friday, March 22, 2013
‘Breakfast At Tiffany’s’ Is Back
 “Breakfast at Tiffany’s,” again. It’s opened on Broadway this time. We revisit an American 
classic.

Week In The News: Obama In Israel, Prison Chief Shot, Iraq Anniversary
President Obama in Israel. Colorado’s prison chief, shot. The Iraq War, ten years on. Our 
weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, March 25, 2013
The Secrets Of Happy Families
What happy families do right, from telling the family story to creating healthy relationships 
across generations.

Syria And Chemical Weapons
Syria and chemical weapons. Where is the red line? What if it’s crossed?

Tuesday, March 26, 2013
The Rise And Fall Of Phil Spector
A look at the rise and fall of Phil Spector, creator of the “wall of sound.”

Russian Oligarchs
Russian oligarchs are in the news – for a “haircut” in Cyprus, a death in London, billions all 
over. We check in on the post-Soviet robber barons.

Wednesday, March 27, 2013
Genius Babies
The internet headline was “engineering genius babies” out of China. Not true. But the reality 
is very interesting. We’ll check it out.

The Price Of War
We look at veterans back from war and waiting way too long for benefits. The price of war 
delayed and denied.

Thursday, March 28, 2013
Jobs And New Graduates
Jobs and new graduates. We look at personal and national strategies for putting our young to 
work.

Gay Marriage On The Docket
An epic week on gay marriage before the Supreme Court. On Point sums up the arguments, 
the history, the outlook on gay marriage and the court.
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Friday, March 29, 2013
Asperger Love
Teenage love with Asperger’s Syndrome. Connecting when it’s not easy.

Week In The News
Gay marriage at the Supreme Court. Banks and Cyprus. Abortion and North Dakota. Our 
weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.
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Quarterly Issues/Programs List

“Here And Now”
(January, February, March 2013)

January 2013

Tuesday, January 1, 2013
After Overnight Senate Vote, Fiscal Cliff Deal Heads To House
The House convenes Tuesday and could vote on the fiscal cliff deal approved by the Senate 
in the wee hours of New Year’s Day.

Forever Free: 150th Anniversary Of The Emancipation Proclamation
On this day in 1863, President Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation that 
declared slaves held in the rebel states that had seceded “shall be then, thenceforward, and 
forever free.”

Joe Biden To The Rescue?
Vice President Joe Biden was called in for last-minute negotiations that led the Senate to 
approve the fiscal cliff deal.

Fiscal Cliff: What’s In The Senate Deal?
Taxes on some of the wealthiest Americans will go up, the Social Security payroll tax holiday 
will expire for all Americans and long-term unemployment benefits will be extended.

Greek Soccer Teams Turn To Unusual Sponsors
Greek soccer teams are turning to unusual sponsors, like a brothel and an undertaker, to 
help them pay the bills.

Music From The Show
Let’s hear it for Aretha!

Wednesday, January 2, 2013
Republicans Slam Boehner For Postponing Sandy Aid Vote
Critics in his own party are blasting Speaker John Boehner on the floor of the House today.

Health Economist: Problem With Care Is It ‘Insulates Me From Prices’
By some estimates, the amount of excess medical spending totals $750 billion annually.

Pennsylvania To Sue NCAA Over Sanctions
Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Corbett has scheduled a news conference to discuss his plans to 
sue the NCAA over sanctions imposed against Penn State in the wake of the Jerry Sandusky 
child sex abuse scandal.
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Fiscal Cliff Deal Means Higher Tax Bills For Most Americans
While less than 1 percent of households will face an income tax increase this year under the 
fiscal cliff plan approved by Congress, a whopping 77 percent will pay more in their Social 
Security payroll tax.

Golden Globe-Nominated Actress Emily Blunt
We revisit the conversation we had with her about “Salmon Fishing in the Yemen,” in March 
of 2012.

Thursday, January 03, 2013
House Sets Vote For Sandy Aid After Criticism
The House is headed for a vote on aid for Superstorm Sandy victims after House Speaker 
John Boehner mollified Republicans from New York and New Jersey upset with his decision 
to cancel action on the bill.

Foreign Policy Challenges Facing The Next Secretary Of State
Syria, Iran, and Afghanistan are just some of the foreign policy challenges that will face the 
next secretary of state.

N.H. Journalist Missing In Syria; Libyan Entertainment Industry Takes Off
We touch down in two countries that have been rocked by the Arab Spring. An American 
journalist is missing in Syria, while a post-revolution Libya has seen a resurgence in the 
entertainment industry.

N.Y. Paper Hires Armed Guards After It Publishes Names Of Gun Owners
Last month, the Journal News in Westchester, New York, published maps with the names 
and addresses of people holding pistol permits in two counties not far from Newtown, Conn. 
After public backlash, the newspaper is being protected by armed guards.

Mott The Hoople’s Ian Hunter Releases New Album
Ian Hunter’s band Mott The Hoople released its first record in 1969, but Hunter, now in his 
70s, is still going strong. His newest album is “When I’m President.”

Friday, January 04, 2013
Author: Newtown Answers May Never Come
A lingering question over these mass shootings is: Why? Were there any warning signs, and 
if they had been spotted, could they have been prevented?

A Frustration Grows In Brooklyn
The U.S. House of Representatives has approved nearly $10 billion is worth of aid for victims 
of Superstorm Sandy. Its the first phase of a proposed 60 billion dollar aid package for Sandy 
victims. But one Brooklyn-based business man is still waiting for government action.

6 Steps To Find A Job For Soon-To-Be College Grads
A growing number of recent college graduates have taken low-level jobs and moved back in 
with their parents. But John Wilpers says the opportunities are abundant for Millenials.
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Spider-Man Is Dead, Long Live Spider-Man
In the latest edition of the Amazing Spider-Man, Peter Parker’s mind dies in his archrival 
Doctor Octopus’ body and the evil doctor’s mind takes over Spider-Man’s body.

Monday, January 07, 2013
Educator Answers Your Questions On iPads In The Classroom
From costs and logistics to limiting cheating and distractions, educator Patrick Larkin 
answered your questions about iPads in the classroom, during a live web chat with more than 
200 participants.

Hagel, Brennan Nominations Expected To Be Controversial
President Obama has nominated Chuck Hagel as his next secretary of defense and John 
Brennan as the next head of the CIA.

NHL Lockout Finally Comes To An End
The National Hockey League and its players have reached a deal to end a lockout that’s 
wiped out nearly four months of the season.

Gun Control On Conn. Lawmakers’ Agenda
The Connecticut state legislature opens a new session this week, less than a month after the 
horrific mass shooting that killed 20 children and six adults at Sandy Hook Elementary 
School.

In An Age Of Driverless Cars, A Call For Robot Ethics
There are already robots that operate vehicles and assist in surgery. NYU professor Gary 
Marcus says we need to start thinking about giving these robots a moral code.

Tuesday, January 08, 2013
Flu Cases Surge Nationwide
Flu infection rates are unusually high for this time of year. The Centers for Disease Control is 
urging people to get the flu vaccine, which doctors say is 60 percent effective.

Bill Kristol Is Charting Future Of GOP, Starting With Hagel Nomination
With a leadership void in the Republican Party, neoconservative William Kristol, a political 
analyst and Fox News commentator, is driving much of the debate on important policy 
matters.

Ailing Hugo Chavez Still In Cuba Ahead Of Swearing-In
Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez is supposed to be inaugurated for another term on 
Thursday but he’s in Cuba, receiving treatment for a severe respiratory infection.

Outsourcing Reverses As Indian Companies Hire In U.S.
Infosys Technologies employees break for lunch at company's headquarters in Bangalore, 
The biggest Indian outsourcing company, Tata Consultancy Services, increased its hiring of 
U.S. workers by 25 percent last year, in a reversal of a longtime trend.
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 ‘All My Babies’ Mamas’: New Low In Reality TV?
Oxygen Media is under fire for a planned TV special called “All My Babies’ Mamas,” which 
follows the life of rapper Shawty Lo (Carlos Walker), his 11 children and their 10 mothers in 
Atlanta.

Wednesday, January 09, 2013
Biden Meets With Gun-Safety, Victims Groups
Seeking to spur fresh action on gun legislation, Vice President Joe Biden met at the White 
House today with victims groups and gun-safety organizations.

Connecticut Lawmakers To Debate Gun Laws
Lawmakers in Connecticut kick off their new legislative session today, offering a raft of bills to 
rein in guns, and large-capacity ammunition magazines.

N.Y. Governor To Propose Tougher Gun Rules
In his State of the State address today, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo is expected to push 
for tougher restrictions on guns in his state, which already has an assault weapons ban.

Australia Heat Fuels Raging Wildfires
Record temperatures across southern Australia have cooled, reducing the danger from 
raging wildfires, but temperatures are expected to rise again by week’s end.

Mississippi River Shipping Routes Under Threat
The worst drought in decades is raising concerns that parts of the Mississippi River could be 
closed to shipping at some point, despite emergency dredging and rock removal.

Yo La Tengo Won’t Compromise
In over 25 years of making music, N.J. indie band Yo La Tengo has drawn both critical 
acclaim and a devoted following, though they’ve never achieved widespread commercial 
success.

Thursday, January 10, 2013
Haiti Earthquake: 3 Years After ‘The Big Truck That Went By’
Jonathan Katz was the only full-time American correspondent in Haiti when the 2010 
earthquake hit. He survived and wrote a book, “The Big Truck That Went By: How The World 
Came To Save Haiti And Left Behind A Disaster.”

Biden Says Consensus Emerging On Gun Safety
Vice President Joe Biden meets today with the nation’s largest gun rights group, as he tries 
to craft proposals by the end of the month on ways to reduce gun violence.

Cancer-Screening Power of Pap Test Is Expanding
Researchers at Johns Hopkins University have been able to use samples collected from a 
Pap smear to indicate not only the presence of cervical cancer, but endometrial and ovarian 
cancers.

Aurora Mass Shooting Survivor With Ties To Newtown Becomes Activist
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Stephen Barton, 22, grew up minutes from Newtown, Conn. and was among those wounded 
when a shooter opened fire inside a movie theater in Aurora, Colo. in July.

Oscars Nods Include Oldest, Youngest Best Actress
Steven Spielberg’s film “Lincoln” leads the field with 12 Oscars nominations. There were also 
a handful of surprises.

Friday, January 11, 2013
Violent Video Games Under Scrutiny
Amid a national conversation about video games after the Newtown, Conn. mass shooting, 
one city plans to offer coupons in exchange for trashing violent games.

Link Between Illness And Timing For Meals, Sleep
Researchers have found evidence that the disruption of circadian rhythms may be connected 
to weight gain, diabetes and even some types of cancer.

Major League Baseball Plans New Drug Testing
The same week that no players were elected to baseball’s Hall of Fame due to the taint of 
steroids, there’s a plan to expand the MLB drug testing program.

The Great Maple Syrup Heist
The greatest agricultural theft in history was of maple syrup. Last year, six million pounds of 
maple syrup was stolen from the Global Maple Syrup Reserve.

Timur And The Dime Museum Offer Up Post-Punk Screaming Opera
If you put Borat and Rufus Wainwright in a band you might wind up with the unique sound 
that belongs to this group, fronted by Kazakhstan-born Timur Bekbosunov.

Monday, January 14, 2013
Obama Demands Quick Action On Debt Limit
President Obama is demanding that Congress raise the federal debt limit quickly, and 
warning Republicans not to demand concessions in exchange.

Companies Try To Limit Digital Distractions
As technology connects us more and more effortlessly to all aspects of work, come 
companies are trying to disconnect employees both at work and at home.

Jodie Foster Comes Out (Sort Of) And Retires (We Think)
In a rambling speech at the Golden Globe awards Sunday night, actress Jodie Foster ended 
decades of speculation by coming out of the closet, and suggested she might be retiring.

Navy SEAL Loses Battle With PTSD
After serving in Iraq, Navy SEAL Rob Guzzo’s post traumatic stress got so bad that his 
parents – both Navy veterans – got him private treatment. But in the end, it didn’t help.

Teaching Rock History Online
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Berklee College of Music offers an online class on the history of rock, from bluesman Robert 
Johnson back in the 1930s, to Amanda Palmer using Kickstarter and Twitter to reach fans 
today.

Tuesday, January 15, 2013
Corrupt Juvenile Justice Leaves Mark On Pa. Kids
In the infamous “kids for cash” scandal, two Pennsylvania judges took money in exchange for 
sending thousands of kids to privately-run detention centers, often for extremely minor 
offenses.

N.Y. Poised To Be First To Toughen Gun Laws After Newtown
New York lawmakers are expected this morning to give final passage to legislation that would 
toughen the state’s existing assault weapons ban.

More Troops Head To Mali To Battle Islamist Rebels
France is sending more troops, and thousands of West African soldiers are expected to arrive 
in coming days, to fight Islamist extremists who have seized a Malian town.

Colleges In Crisis As Enrollment Dips
Enrollment at more than 40 percent of private colleges and universities declined last year, 
forcing the institutions to offer steep tuition discounts to fill seats.

‘Beasts Of The Southern Wild’ Gets Oscar Nods
“Beasts of the Southern Wild” is up for four Oscars, including the youngest Best Actress 
nominee ever. Here & Now’s Emiko Tamagawa spoke with the stars.

Wednesday, January 16, 2013
Challenges Facing Veterans
Unemployment, homelessness and suicide are just some of the issues facing the 2.5 million 
veterans of our two most recent wars.

Inside The President’s Gun Control Plan
President Obama has announced a $500 million package of executive actions and legislative 
proposals aimed at reducing gun violence a month.

Guns And The Role Of Mental Health Professionals
Part of President Obama’s plan to reduce gun violence calls for removing barriers in federal 
law that limit how much information mental health professionals can share about potentially 
dangerous people.

Who’s Going To The Super Bowl?
Super Bowl bids will be on the line when the San Francisco 49ers play the Falcons in Atlanta 
and the Baltimore Ravens visit the New England Patriots in the NFC and AFC title games 
Sunday.

Watching De Niro Play Your Dad, In A Movie About You
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In Nick Flynn’s latest memoir, “The Reenactments,” he writes about the strange experience of 
having his life turned into a movie starring Robert De Niro and Julianne Moore.

Thursday, January 17, 2013
Federal Prosecutor Says Aaron Swartz Case Handled Well
Boston-based U.S. Attorney Carmen Ortiz says her office never sought maximum penalties in 
Swartz’s case and never told his attorneys it intended to.

Many Colorado Kids View Smoking Pot As Healthy
Healthy, organic, locally grown – that’s how some teenagers in Colorado describe marijuana. 
Attitudes might change even more, now that adult recreational use of marijuana is legal there.

Examining The Manti Te’o Fake Girlfriend Hoax
Media accounts surrounded Notre Dame linebacker Manti Te’o this season that his girlfriend 
died of leukemia in September. But it turns out she never existed.

Car Industry Roaring Back At Detroit Auto Show
The hottest launch at the international auto show is the new Chevy Corvette. And with Asian 
and European economies slowing, the focus is back on the U.S. market.

11 Great Books Recently Translated Into English
There is plenty of great literature that we miss out on because it’s not written in English. We 
take a look at some excellent books that have recently been translated into English.

Update: Oxygen Cancels ‘Babies’ Mamas’
After nearly universal outrage, the Oxygen Network has canceled its plans to air the one-hour 
reality special, “All My Babies’ Mamas” about Atlanta rapper Shawty Lo, his 11 kids and their 
ten mothers.

Friday, January 18, 2013
NRA Racks Up Successes At State Level To Limit Gun Laws
The NRA has a decades-long record of success in limiting gun legislation at state and local 
levels. In the last week, NRA activists have claimed victories in three states.

What 787 Dreamliner Problems Mean For Boeing
Boeing’s 787 Dreamliners around the world have been grounded. The FAA is investigating 
the 787′s electrical system, after a number of recent safety incidents.

New Year Brings More Remote Control Warfare
The CIA has escalated the number of drone strikes in Pakistan since the beginning of the 
year, and the Britain reportedly wants to double the number of drones it’s using in the region.

Bolshoi Ballet Director Injured In Acid Attack
The artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet, 42-year-old Sergei Filin, may lose his eyesight, after 
a masked man threw acid in his face overnight in Moscow.
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A Friend Remembers Aaron Swartz
Journalist and author Rick Perlstein was introduced to Aaron Swartz when the computer 
prodigy contacted him out of the blue, offering to build him a free website.

First Lady Gown Curator: ‘We Look At Clothes For Clues’
At the upcoming inaugural balls, many people won’t be looking as much at the president as at 
what the First Lady is wearing. We take a look at inaugural gowns over the years.

Monday, January 21, 2013
57th Presidential Inauguration
President Barack Obama is promising to uphold the Constitution in a public swearing in 
ceremony that signals the beginning of his second term in office.

Students Look For Inspiration In Washington
Among the thousands of students in Washington for the presidential inauguration are 11th 
and 12th graders from Boston Green Academy.

President Obama’s Challenges Ahead
First up is a certain battle with Congress over automatic budget cuts, expiring government 
spending authority and raising the debt limit.

How Blacks And Whites Remember Martin Luther King Jr.
In his book “April 4, 1968,” Michael Eric Dyson writes about how blacks and whites have 
shaped different images of the late civil rights leader.

Tuesday, January 22, 2013
First Order Of Business: Debt Ceiling Deadline
As he gets down to business for his second term, President Obama has some fiscal 
deadlines ahead — including an increase in the debt ceiling.

Shooting Survivor Fights For Concealed Weapons
Since surviving the 1991 mass shooting that killed both of her parents, Dr. Suzanna Hupp 
has become one of the leading advocates of the right to carry concealed weapons.

NCAA Downsizes Its Rule Book, But At What Cost?
Critics say the rule changes, adopted by the organization that governs college sports, will 
widen the gap between small schools and big-time college sports programs.

Michelle Obama’s Red Dress: Great Style, Bold Gesture
The First Lady, in choosing the same designer, was not only making a fashion statement, but 
a style statement. And as in all things politics, there’s a message in it.

Searching For The ‘Edge Of America’
Mild-mannered arts reporter Geoff Edgers has a new side job: he’s host of a new Travel 
Channel show that has him hunting rattlesnakes and jousting on bicycles.
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Wednesday, January 23, 2013
Clinton Benghazi Testimony Is Fierce, Emotional
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton insisted today that the department is moving swiftly and 
aggressively to strengthen security at U.S. missions worldwide.

What’s Between The Farm And Your Fridge?
Food delivery systems have become increasingly technical, often involving long, refrigerated 
journeys and the use of ripening chemicals.

Expert: Flu Vaccine Developers Must Start From Scratch
Millions of Americans got flu shots this season and still got sick. One expert says we need to 
scrap the current vaccine and start from scratch.

Holly The Cat’s 200-Mile Journey
How did Holly the cat manage to make her way back to her hometown, about 200 miles away 
from where she got separated from her family?

Government Scientists Call For Retiring Chimps
The National Institutes of Health has recommended that all but 50 of the 360 chimpanzees 
kept for research in federally funded labs be retired.

Thursday, January 24, 2013
What It’s Really Like To Be A Woman In Combat
Maj. Candice Frost, a West Point grad who’s been in the Army for 15 years, says women 
have already found themselves in combat unofficially.

Kerry Testifies Before Panel He Chairs
U.S. Senator John Kerry is fielding questions from his colleagues on the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, as they review his nomination for Secretary of State.

EU Debt Crisis Spurs Migration To Germany
The latest figures show that an increasing number of Europeans – especially young people – 
are migrating to Germany, where the economy is doing relatively well.

Cuba’s Art Scene Is Flourishing
WBUR’s Andrea Shea goes on a (legal) cultural excursion to Cuba, led by a Boston gallery 
owner. The trip’s angle is artistic, but also humanitarian.

5 Recipes From The Oregon Truffle Festival
Here & Now resident chef Kathy Gunst brings us photos, recipes and more from the Oregon 
Truffle Festival, where you can learn to grow, hunt and cook the coveted fungi.

Friday, January 25, 2013
Mississippi’s Only Abortion Clinic May Soon Close
In the four decades since Roe v. Wade, states have restricted access to abortion. The latest 
battleground is Mississippi, which may become the only state without an abortion clinic.
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U.S. And China Investing In Each Other’s Clean Energy Tech
While politicians in Beijing and Washington are trading bitter words over renewable energy, 
U.S. and Chinese investors are rushing to invest in each other’s clean energy firms.

U.S. Says School Sports Are A Civil Right For Disabled
The directive is the biggest change since Title IX mandated equal athletic opportunities for 
women, and it started with Olympic wheelchair racer Tatyana McFadden.

Remembering A Slam Poetry Legend
For 20 years, Jack McCarthy was an unassuming yet powerful force on the poetry slam 
scene. Usually the province of the young, the edgy, the angry, McCarthy stood out.

Grammy Nomination For John Fullbright
Oklahoma singer-songwriter John Fullbright, 24, just picked up a Grammy nomination for 
Best Americana Album for his CD “From the Ground Up.”

Monday, January 28, 2013
Immigration Moves To Front Burner In D.C.
A bipartisan group of senators has reached a broad agreement to overhaul the nation’s 
immigration laws. It would first require strong steps to prevent future illegal immigration.

Doctor: How A Preventable Medical Error Killed My Mother
Medical errors kill more Americans every year than AIDS, breast cancer and auto accidents 
combined. But this doctor never thought his mother would be one of those statistics.

Tide Detergent Is Hot Commodity For Thieves
At first, it was thought to be urban myth, but last year for the first time, Tide made the 
National Retail Federation’s list of most targeted items for theft.

Energy Drinks: How Much Caffeine Is Too Much?
ER visits tied to energy drinks have reportedly doubled since 2007. Now there are calls for 
the government to regulate those highly-caffeinated beverages in the same way as soft 
drinks.

Debut Novel ‘Starboard Sea’ Is Making Waves
Amber Dermont’s first novel, “The Starboard Sea,” mines Dermont’s experiences attending 
and teaching at prep schools, as well as her love of sailing and the sea.

Tuesday, January 29, 2013
Immigration Activist ‘Optimistic’ About Reform
Enrique Morones, founder of a group that works to reduce the death toll of people crossing 
the border, says he’s optimistic about the progress in Washington.

Conn. Debates Mandatory Outpatient Treatment For Mentally Ill
Connecticut lawmakers are weighing whether to join most other states in requiring court-
ordered outpatient treatment for people with serious mental illness.
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Super Bowl Ad Buys Break Records, Create Controversy
Advertisers are shelling out an average of $3.7 million for a 30-second Super Bowl spot this 
year. Some ads are already making the rounds online.

Violence Overshadows 2-Year Anniversary Of Arab Spring
Egypt’s army chief warned Tuesday of the “the collapse of the state” if the political crisis 
roiling the nation for nearly a week continues.

‘Tough Mudders’ Compete For Muddy Glory
Extreme obstacle course challenges like the Tough Mudder, Warrior Dash and Spartan Race 
have become a booming business: it’s now a $150 million industry.

Wednesday, January 30, 2013
NRA Vs. Giffords And Husband At Gun Hearing
The National Rifle Association and gun-control advocates, including wounded former Arizona 
Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and her husband, are facing off at a Senate hearing on gun control.

How Real Is The Al-Qaida Threat?
The recent hostage crisis at that gas plant in Algeria has sparked a new debate over the 
strength of the terrorist group al-Qaida.

Update: NYT Reporter Stands By Benghazi Reporting
Why does David Kirkpatrick stand by his initial reporting that an anti-Islam YouTube video 
played a role in the Benghazi attack?

Life On The Border Of North And South Korea
South Korean army soldiers patrol along the barbed-wire fence at the Imjingak Pavilion, 
The two-mile demilitarized zone (DMZ) that separates North and South Korea is one of the 
world’s most heavily fortified borders, even though it’s really a Cold War relic.

Catholic Hospital Legal Defense: Fetuses Are Not People
A Catholic hospital in Canon City, Colo. says it cannot be held liable for the deaths of a 
woman’s unborn twins because under state law, fetuses are not people.

New Reality Show Hopes To Capture The Real Southie
“Southie Rules” is the first of a number of reality shows looking to cash in on the Boston 
neighborhood. So what do Southie residents think?

Thursday, January 31, 2013
Tiny Spaces For The Big Apple
Faced with a shortage of studio and one-bedroom apartments, New York has become the 
latest city to experiment with cleverly-designed “micro-apartments.”

What Can Obama Actually Do About Climate Change?
President Obama has been talking the talk recently when it comes to climate change. But 
with a stagnant economy and a divided Congress, what – if anything – can he do about it?
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Hagel On The Hot Seat
Former Nebraska Senator Chuck Hagel is being grilled by the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, as it considers his nomination to be secretary of defense.

In Russia, Ballet Dancers Questioned About Acid Attack
Detectives have been questioning members of the Bolshoi Ballet about the acid attack that 
nearly blinded the director of the company two weeks ago.

Remembering Country-Rock Pioneer Gram Parsons
Gram Parsons is often called the father of country rock. He released his first solo record “GP” 
40 years ago this month, but later that same year he died of a drug overdose.

February 2013
Friday, February 01, 2013 
If Barnes & Noble Goes Under, Will Publishing Survive?
The co-founder of an independent publishing company is predicting that if Barnes & Noble 
fails, it could bring the whole publishing industry down with it.

Station Nightclub Fire Has Parallels To Brazil Blaze
The fire that killed at least 235 people in Brazil last Sunday has eerie similarities to the fire at 
Rhode Island’s Station nightclub, including flammable soundproofing foam.

Moderate But Steady Job Growth Calms Economy Fears
Economists and investors seem to be taking today’s jobs numbers as a reassurance, after 
news that the U.S. economy actually shrank at the end of last year.

Questions Remain About Algeria Gas Plant Attack
More than two weeks after that attack on the gas refinery in Algeria, questions remain about 
how a group of Islamist militants was able to infiltrate the plant.

Super Bowl Is A Family Feud
Sunday’s Super Bowl pits brother against brother. John Harbaugh coaches the Baltimore 
Ravens and Jim Harbaugh coaches the San Francisco 49ers.

National Anthem As ‘Holy Grail Or Third Rail’
Alicia Keys is slated to sing the national anthem at the Super Bowl on Sunday. We take a 
look at the most famous and infamous renditions of the notoriously challenging song.

Monday, February 04, 2013
Trying To Bridge The Divide Over Abortion
Author Roland Merullo was raised Catholic and has friends on both sides of the abortion 
debate. He says the two sides should have one goal: reducing unwanted pregnancies.
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Alabama Hostage Standoff Enters Day Seven
The five-year-old boy being held hostage in an underground bunker is reportedly named 
Ethan and has Asperger’s syndrome. Police are negotiating with his abductor.

Mary Cain Is Teenage Track Sensation
A 16-year-old Bronxville, N.Y girl named Mary Cain has broken decades-old high school 
records in both the two-mile and one-mile races.

Super Bowl Ads: Winners And Losers
USA Today’s “ad meter” says the best advertisement during the Super Bowl was Budweiser’s 
story of a Clydesdale horse. What are your picks for best and worst ads?

A Visit With Cello Legend Yo-Yo Ma
Cellist Yo-Yo Ma has won more than a dozen Grammy awards for his performances of Bach, 
Brahms and Beethoven. This year, he’s nominated for Best Folk Album.

Tuesday, February 05, 2013
What’s Next For N.Y. And N.J. Post-Sandy?
New York and New Jersey are faced with the questions of where and what to rebuild after 
Superstorm Sandy, and how to protect against future storms.

5-Year-Old Alabama Hostage Freed In Raid
Questions are being asked about the raid last night that freed the boy who’d been held 
hostage for nearly a week in an underground bunker in southern Alabama.

White House Memo Justifies Drone Strikes On U.S. Citizens
A 16-page Justice Department memo leaked last night to NBC News says the U.S. can 
legally kill an American citizen overseas if the three specific conditions are met.

How To Protect iPhones And iPads From ‘Apple Picking’
University campuses, cities and retailers around the country – and around the world – are 
dealing with a massive up-tick in thefts of Apple products, known as “Apple picking.”

When Good Movies Have Bad Endings
Several of this year’s Best Picture nominees have been drawing criticism for their finales. We 
take a look at the anatomy of good and bad movie endings.

Wednesday, February 06, 2013
U.S. Post Office To End Saturday Letter Delivery
The U.S. Postal Service will stop delivering mail on Saturdays but continue to deliver 
packages six days a week under a plan aimed at saving about $2 billion annually.

Divided Republicans And Democrats Push For Party Unity
President Obama meets with Senate Democrats Wednesday to rally support for his agenda. 
Meanwhile, prominent Republicans are calling for changes, so they don’t take another 
lashing at the polls. Where do the two big political parties go from here?
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Mining For Energy Threatens Deeper Water Reserves
Drought conditions in parts of the U.S. are forcing communities to dig deeper than ever 
before for drinking water. But what they’re finding isn’t pretty – water polluted over the years 
and facing new contaminants from fracking for natural gas.

Can Money Make You Happy?
Can money make you happy? And if not, are you doing something wrong? We talk to three 
leaders in the field of Happynomics about the intersection of money and happiness.

Fungus Creates Crisis For Coffee Growers
Coffee growers in Central America are facing a crisis because of a fungus that’s affecting the 
crop.

Thursday, February 07, 2013
A ‘Pipeline To Prison’ In Mississippi Schools
A new report finds that an alarming number of public school students in Mississippi – most of 
them black – are being sent to jail or expelled from school for minor infractions.

White House Secret War Under Spotlight
Senators have the chance to air long pent-up questions at the confirmation hearing for John 
Brennan, the president’s longtime counter-terrorism advisor and nominee to head the CIA.

Snowstorm Could Rank Among Top 10 Ever
Meteorologists are forecasting a potentially crippling storm for the entire northeast region, 
beginning Friday morning. Some say it could rival the infamous Blizzard of ’78.

The Ethics Of Prolonging Life, Or Pulling The Plug
Former Israeli prime minister Ariel Sharon has been in a vegetative state for seven years, but 
recent tests showed signs of brain activity. What does this mean for Sharon – and for other 
patients and families?

Alabama Shakes: From High School Band To Grammy Nominee
Rock band Alabama Shakes is up for two Grammy awards on Sunday: Best New Artist and 
Best Rock Performance. We talk with the band’s lead singer and drummer.

Friday, February 08, 2013
Northeast Braces For Up To Three Feet Of Snow
The entire Northeast is bracing for a powerful storm that could dump up to three feet of snow 
in some areas, and unleash winds of up to 75 miles an hour.

Blizzard Of ’78 Haunts Mass. Towns As They Prep For Storm
The town of Scituate, Mass. was one of the hardest hit areas during the blizzard of 1978. 
Fishermen and residents are preparing to avoid similar devastation as another monster storm 
bears down on it.
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How Schools Recover From Trauma
How do you reclaim a school after a traumatic event? The mother of a Columbine survivor 
has collected essays and advice from students and teachers who have all been there.

Are The Great Lakes Drying Up?
The Great Lakes, which account for 90 percent of the country’s surface water reserves, are at 
their lowest levels since the recording of water levels began in 1918.

Dark and Disturbing Shows Light Up Winter TV
A number of new television series are getting underway, and several have dark and 
disturbing themes. The Boston Globe’s television critic brings us his picks for winter viewing.

Monday, February 11, 2013
Pope Resignation Is First In 600 Years
Pope Benedict XVI said Monday he lacks the strength to fulfill his duties and on Feb. 28 will 
become the first pontiff in 600 years to resign.

 ‘Whitey’ Bulger Book Has New Stories To Tell
Two Boston Globe reporters share photos and an excerpt from their new book about the 
notorious mobster.

Hamden, Conn. Hit Hardest By Blizzard
While the forecasters had expected Boston to be at the epicenter of the storm, it turns out 
that Hamden, Conn. took the gold medal for total snowfall, with a whopping 40 inches.

President Reportedly Ready To Challenge Congress
Democrats close to the president say he’ll use his State of the Union address tomorrow to 
challenge the Republican party to join him in carrying out his second term agenda.

An Illustrated Record Of Love And Loss
Writer and artist Danny Gregory’s latest book “A Kiss Before You Go” is an illustrated memoir 
of his years with his wife Patty, and his first year alone.

Welcome To Our New Cape & Islands Listeners!
At the end of today’s show, Robin welcomed our new listeners on Cape Cod, the Islands and 
Massachusetts’ South Coast, via WBUA Martha’s Vineyard 92.7 FM.

Tuesday, February 12, 2013
Is Change In A Cup The Best Way To Help The Homeless?
The head of the National Coalition for the Homeless says he’s among those who feel 
conflicted about giving money to panhandlers on the street.

Senate Heads Toward Vote On Anti-Violence Act
The measure would renew the 1994 Violence Against Women Act, which expired in 2011, 
and broaden it to cover gays and lesbians, immigrants and Native American women.

Sexual Assaults Persist In Cairo’s Tahrir Square
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Cairo’s Tahrir Square is still a focus of many protests, but recently it’s become notorious for 
more menacing reasons: the number of sexual assaults that take place there.

A Call For A Greener State Of The Union
Instead of arguing that green energy creates jobs, The New York Times’ David Leonhardt 
says Democrats should argue that climate change is turning out to be even more expensive.

Carrie Rodriguez Fiddles Her Way To Center Stage
Austin, Tex. singer-songwriter Carrie Rodriguez started out playing classical violin as a child. 
But though she went on to the Oberlin Conservatory in Ohio, the fiddle called her.

Emergency Alert Hoax Warns Montana Of Zombies
There are no zombies in Montana, despite a real-sounding emergency alert that kicked in 
over programming on two television stations there.

Wednesday, February 13, 2013
Mapping The Intersection Of Politics And Science
We lay out the biggest issues facing science, scientists and science education, with the head 
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Rubio’s Sip Of Water Steals The Show
Sen. Marco Rubio’s brief sip of water during his GOP response to the State of the Union 
address may have gotten more immediate attention than any policy ideas.

Conditions Worsen Aboard Cruise Ship
Conditions are reportedly going from bad to worse for the 4,000 people on board a Carnival 
cruise ship, stranded in the Gulf of Mexico. We talk with two mothers whose daughters are 
passengers.

Medical Marijuana Comes To More States
As more states legalize medical marijuana, Here & Now’s Sacha Pfeiffer goes to Maine to 
check out what the marijuana dispensaries there are like.

Carbon Tax Turns Into Windfall For Airlines
Airlines in the U.S. have collected as much as a billion dollars from its passengers to comply 
with a European Union law that has yet to go into effect.

Romans Weigh In On Pope’s Resignation
What are Catholics saying about the news that the pope will be stepping down at the end of 
the month? The BBC’s Dan Damon spoke to the faithful on the streets of the Eternal City.

Thursday, February 14, 2013
Why Aren’t Chicago’s Tough Gun Laws Working?
The mounting homicide toll in President Obama’s hometown is giving ammunition to both 
sides in the nation’s debate about gun rights and safety.

Paralympic Superstar Charged With Murder
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Olympic runner Oscar Pistorius was charged today with the murder of his girlfriend, who was 
shot early this morning inside his home in South Africa.

After A Death, Changes For The X-Games?
Following the death of snowmobiler Caleb Moore, ESPN says it will “adopt any appropriate 
changes to future X Games.”

Financial Intimacy: How To Mix Love And Money
Studies show money is the most common reason that married couples fight. How can they 
deal with finances in a way that will enhance, rather than destroy, their relationships?

Superlative Supplements For Valentines Day (And Any Day)
Tired of using the same old adjectives “amazing” and “awesome?” Author Arthur Plotnik has 
complied an entire book of alternatives, including saucy, shibby and slammin’.

Friday, February 15, 2013
Top Scientist: Russia Meteor Biggest Impact In A Century
Veteran space-science reporter Kelly Beatty tells us the meteor was equivalent to 300,000 
tons of TNT. Amateur videos capture the sonic blasts and bursts of light.

A Radical Idea To Keep Homeowners In Their Homes
Entrepreneur Steven Gluckstern says local governments should seize homes by eminent 
domain, as a way to get new mortgages for underwater homeowners.

Sen. Ted Cruz Tests ‘Comity,’ Risks Payback
Texas’ new senator Ted Cruz was slapped down by lawmakers in both parties for his 
unusually combative questioning of Defense Secretary nominee Chuck Hagel.

‘Swamplandia!’ Author Spins New Book Of Fantastical Tales
In her new short story collection “Vampires in the Lemon Grove,” Karen Russell has tales of 
aging vampires who suck on lemons, and former presidents reincarnated as horses.

H&N’s ‘Downton Abbey’ Video Game Voiceover
Downton Abbey has millions of fans, including Bill Kiley, who dreamed up what the show 
would look like as a 1990s-era Super Nintendo Game. The Here & Now gang added the 
voices.

Listener Letters: From Gun Violence To National Anthem
We respond to listener comments to some of our recent stories.

Monday, February 18, 2013
Who Should (And Should Never) Take Aspirin
We’ve all heard that if you’re having a heart attack, you should take aspirin. But is it always 
appropriate to take aspirin for heart disease? And who should never take it?
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President Proposing Ten-Year Brain Study Project
The Obama administration is planning a large, long term effort to understand and map the 
human brain, according to a report by The New York Times.

Mindy McCready’s Beautiful Voice, Troubled Life
One month after the boyfriend of country star Mindy McCready is believed to have committed 
suicide, McCready herself apparently has taken her own life.

When Teens’ Constant Texting Is Dating Abuse
Advocacy groups say continually checking in on a partner and demanding to know what he or 
she is doing is a type of dating abuse – something that one in four teens has experienced.

The Changing Role Of First Lady
On this President’s Day, we look at how the role of the First Lady has changed dramatically, 
depending on the woman in the office and the times in which she served.

Tuesday, February 19, 2013
50 Years After ‘Feminine Mystique,’ U.S. Behind On Family-Friendly Policies
Even as ideas about the roles of men and women have changed dramatically since Betty 
Friedan’s 1963 bestseller, the U.S. is behind on laws that help couples achieve those goals.

Raising Adam Lanza: Investigating The Life Of A Mass Killer
The Hartford Courant and Frontline are piecing together the lives of Nancy Lanza and her 
son Adam, who killed his mother and 26 children and school staff in Newtown.

Scientists Working On New Asteroid Detection Systems
In this photo provided by Chelyabinsk.ru a meteorite contrail is seen over Chelyabinsk on 
Following the meteorite strike in Russia, asteroid detection systems are getting more 
attention. We take a look at projects under development around the world.

Three Syrian Historical Sites Under Threat
Along with the staggering human toll from the Syrian conflict, the country’s unique cultural 
heritage is also being devastated. We get an update from historian Nasser Rabbat.

Country Music Couple Finally Makes An Album Together
Singer-songwriters Kelly Willis and Bruce Robision have been making music separately for 
years. The couple’s first album together is getting rave reviews.

Wednesday, February 20, 2013
How Should State Laws Define Rape?
The legal definition of rape varies greatly across the U.S., but one case in N.Y. might be 
changing that. Warning: This piece contains descriptions of rape.

Body Found In Rubble Of Kansas City Restaurant
Search crews at the site of a massive explosion that destroyed a popular Kansas City, Mo., 
restaurant have found the remains of one person, the city’s mayor said.
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A Crash Course In Biology From Eric Lander
Scientist Eric Lander, who was named today as one of the winners of the new Breakthrough 
Prize in Life Sciences, gives us a crash version of his Intro to Biology class.

Economic Crisis Dominates Italian Election
Silvio Berlusconi, Italy’s prime minister who resigned because of a sex scandal, is trying to 
make a political comeback. Italian voters will have their say on Sunday.

Machiavelli’s Masterpiece ‘The Prince’ Turns 500
The city of Florence is marking the 500th anniversary of Niccolo Machiavelli’s political 
guidebook “The Prince.” A piece of history relating to Machiavelli’s arrest was just uncovered.

Thursday, February 21, 2013
Expert: Violent Video Games Should Be For Adults Only
Nancy Carlsson-Paige says it’s healthy for kids to make toy guns and play war games, but 
she’s against marketing of toys from “mature” films and video games to kids.

Damascus Car Bomb Kills 53, 18 Die In Airstrike
A car bomb near the Damascus headquarters of Syria’s ruling party killed 53 people today, 
while a government airstrike on a rebel field hospital in southern Daraa left 18 dead.

Reporter Inadvertently Starts Chuck Hagel Rumor
New York Daily News writer Dan Friedman explains his accidental role in starting the myth 
that Chuck Hagel gave a paid speech to a nonexistent group called “Friends of Hamas.”

UAE Donates Laptops To Tornado-Struck Joplin
Americans are used to giving foreign aid, not getting it. But that’s just what happened in 
Joplin, Mo., where the United Arab Emirates bought a laptop for every high school student.

Chef Kathy Gunst Talks Culinary Inspiration
Is your cooking going through the winter blahs? Here & Now resident chef Kathy Gunst 
shares six recipes, along with some insight on inspiration and ideas.

Friday, February 22, 2013
Pistorius Granted Bail Pending Murder Trial
Double-amputee track star Oscar Pistorius will be allowed to go free as he awaits trial in the 
Valentine’s Day shooting death of his girlfriend.

Eyes On Oregon’s $1.9 Billion Medicaid Experiment
States are watching Oregon as a possible model for health care reform, after the state’s 
governor – a former emergency room doctor – struck a deal with the White House.

More Republican Governors Sign Onto Medicaid Expansion
The argument that expanding Medicaid could save lives and stimulate the economy appears 
to have swayed several Republican governors, including Florida Gov. Rick Scott.
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Danica Patrick Makes NASCAR History
Danica Patrick is the first woman in NASCAR history to win the pole position for Sunday’s 
Daytona 500. She’s also going to be driving against her boyfriend.

Dental Care Program Sparks Controversy In Minnesota
Millions of Americans are forgoing dental care as a result of the cost and dentist shortages. A 
program in Minnesota is aimed at addressing the problem, but critics say it compromises 
patient safety.

Up For Oscars, But Historically Inaccurate?
“Argo,” “Lincoln” and “Zero Dark Thirty” are all up for Best Picture on Sunday. But all three 
films have drawn criticism for playing somewhat loose with history.

Monday, February 25, 2013
Author Shares ‘The Secrets Of Happy Families’
Bruce Feiler says “if you take just one idea from each chapter in this book your family will be 
transformed in less than a week.” Bold words. Read an excerpt to see if he’s onto something.

 ‘Sequester’ Spending Cuts Expected To Kick In
Lawmakers are not expected to pass any measures that would stop the harsh across-the-
board budget cuts known as the “sequester” from kicking in, starting Friday.

Egypt Elections Won’t Calm Turbulent Streets
One of the leading opposition politicians in Egypt has called on President Mohammed Morsi 
not to press ahead with the general elections he’s called for in late April.

Older Women Facing Homelessness In Growing Numbers
By the end of this decade, estimates are that 60,000 or more elderly people will be homeless. 
Life on the streets is particularly hard on older women.

Mali Music Culture Defined By The Cellphone
Musicologist Christopher Kirkley went to West Africa with the plan of recording traditional 
guitar music. Instead, he found the Saharan soundscape full of tinny digital audio.

Tuesday, February 26, 2013
Snow Brings Some Relief From Drought
The second major winter storm in five days is walloping Texas, Kansas, Missouri and 
Oklahoma. But it could help the areas that have been plagued by drought.

Is The Landmark Voting Rights Act Outdated?
In one of its most anticipated cases of the year, the U.S. Supreme Court tomorrow takes up 
the question of whether to overturn key parts of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

Russia Moves To Outlaw Gay ‘Propaganda’
Gay people in Russia say they’re becoming victims of a government witch hunt, after state 
media seized on a string of stories that suggest gay lifestyles are perverse and damaging.
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Update: SOS Distress Call May Have Been Hoax
The Coast Guard has called off the search for a boat that reportedly sank far off the Central 
California coast with two adults and two children on board, saying it could be a hoax.

A Message In A Bottle Always Intrigues
Since he was 10 years old, Sean Bercaw – now a tall ship captain – has been writing 
messages, putting them in bottles and throwing them overboard. Sometimes, they’re found.

‘The Sessions’ Picks Up Two Independent Spirit Awards
John Hawkes and Helen Hunt have both received honors for their roles in “The Sessions,” 
which tells the real-life story of a journalist with polio who hires a sex surrogate.

Wednesday, February 27, 2013
What The Next Pope Is Up Against
Pope Benedict XVI’s successor will have to address a number of problems, including the 
ongoing sex abuse scandal, the shortage of priests and the clash with American nuns.

Major Companies Say Gay Marriage Ban Is Bad For Business
Dozens of American companies are submitting a joint brief to the U.S. Supreme Court today, 
arguing that laws banning same-sex marriage put them at a competitive disadvantage.

Teen Deaths In Car Crashes On The Rise
New numbers show a spike in teens deaths from auto accidents. Overall numbers for 
highway deaths also increased last year, after years of decline.

Journalist Asks ‘Is Jack Lew A Friend To Wall Street?’
President Obama’s Chief of Staff and former budget director Jack Lew is well on his way to 
becoming Treasury Secretary. Critics say he’ll keep the status quo on Wall Street.

Behind The Scenes Of Amanda Palmer’s TED Talk
Musician and “Queen of Kickstarter” Amanda Palmer gives a TED Talk today about her 
crowdsourcing efforts. Naturally, she prepared by crowdsourcing feedback.

Thursday, February 28, 2013
Could ‘Smart Guns’ Be Part Of Congress Deal?
Advocates of “smart guns,” or guns that only fire for an authorized owner, are pushing for a 
federal law that would require the technology once it becomes reliable.

U.S. To Provide Non-Military Aid To Syrian Rebels
Senior administration officials also tell The New York Times that a training mission for Syrian 
rebels is underway at an unspecified military base in the region.

How Widespread Is Distance Running Doping?
Three Kenyan marathoners have been suspended for failing drug tests, and a three-time 
world champion from Kenya says doping is taking place in the country’s famous running 
camps.
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No Horse Meat Found In U.S. But Food Fraud Does Happen
The horse meat scandal has drawn attention to the complex and murky trade in meat, before 
it reaches the consumer. In the U.S., food fraud is most common with seafood.

Asteroid Impact Mission Picks A Target
NASA and the European Space Agency have announced a mission to slam a spacecraft into 
an asteroid in 2022, to learn more about throwing space rocks off course.

March 2013

Friday, March 01, 2013
Mark Bittman: Mediterranean Diet Not The Only Answer
Food writer Mark Bittman says the Mediterranean diet is not the only way to eat well. “Whole 
minimally processed foods of almost any type can be included in a sound diet. Period.”

No Last-Minute Deal On Sequester
President Obama says Americans will get through the automatic spending cuts kicking in 
today. He spoke after a meeting with congressional leaders yielded no immediate results.

Mass. Elections Official Clashes With Chief Justice
Mass. Secretary of State William Galvin is blasting U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice John 
Roberts for remarks he made about black voter registration and turnout in Massachusetts.

Are Lie-Detector Kiosks The Future Of Border Security?
Imagine going to the U.S. border with Mexico, and instead of talking to a border agent, you 
talk to a machine that asks you questions while monitoring your eye movement, voice 
changes and fidgeting.

Training A Camera On Holocaust Childhoods
Filmmaker Marian Marzynski has been making documentaries for five decades, but this is the 
first time he’s told his own story, and those of other child Holocaust survivors.

Monday, March 04, 2013
U.S. Navy Going Full Green Ahead
The U.S. military burns about 12 million gallons of oil every day. The Navy is trying to reduce 
that number by experimenting with alternative fuels, but some say it’s not worth the money.

Baby HIV ‘Cure’ Promising For African Countries
There’s no guarantee the child will remain healthy, but sophisticated testing uncovered just 
traces of the virus’ genetic material. If so, it marks the world’s second reported cure.

How Secure Are The Votes For Pope?
In this April 18, 2005, photo released by the Vatican paper L'Osservatore Romano, Cardinal 
Roman Catholic cardinals will take an oath of secrecy and the Vatican hotel and Sistine 
Chapel will be debugged. But how secure is the conclave? And is voter fraud possible?

Meet The Agency Behind NRA’s No-Holds-Barred Ads
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The National Rifle Association has been pumping out ads in the wake of the Newtown school 
shooting. They’re created by the NRA’s longtime ad agency Ackerman MacQueen.

 ‘Sookie Stackhouse’ Creator Charlaine Harris
“Deadlocked,” the 12th and penultimate book in Charlaine Harris’ wildly popular series that 
inspired the HBO show “True Blood,” comes out in paperback this month.

Tuesday, March 05, 2013
Emily Bazelon Dispels Bullying Myths In ‘Sticks And Stones’
In a book subtitled “Defeating The Culture Of Bullying And Rediscovering The Power And 
Character Of Empathy,” Emily Bazelon says you must understand bullying to deal with it.

Police Investigating Hate Speech At Oberlin College
A series of racist and homophobic incidents on the Oberlin College campus culminated in a 
reported sighting of someone dressed as a member of the Ku Klux Klan.

Harsh Winter Bears Down On Afghan Refugees
More than 30,000 refugees are shivering in makeshift camps in Kabul. Authorities are trying 
to avoid a repeat of last winter, when more than 100 children died in the cold there.

Detroit Faces State Takeover Of Finances
Now that Michigan Gov. Rick Scott has declared a financial emergency in Detroit, it’s likely 
that a state-appointed emergency manager will take over the city’s failing finances.

Data Geeks Use Spreadsheets To Get Fit
Wall Street has long relied on quantitative analysts or “quants” to crunch massive amounts of 
data to choose investments. Now, amateur athletes are relying on data to create better 
workouts.

Wednesday, March 06, 2013
Should You Have Your DNA Sequenced?
It’s becoming less and less expensive to find out what diseases you might be predisposed to, 
and what genetic mutations you might silently carry. But would you want to know?

Life After Chavez: What’s Next For Venezuela
What happens now in a country so dominated by one leader for so long? Will Chavez’s 
personal brand of socialism, survive? And what will that mean for the U.S. and Latin 
America?

Vatican Tour Guides Lose Their Main Attraction
The Vatican has closed the doors of the Sistine Chapel to prepare for the conclave. For tour 
guides, it means losing the highlight and last stop of the Vatican Museums tour.

Investors Debate What’s Driving Stock Rally
After the Dow hit a record high yesterday, the question is: to jump in or not to jump into the 
stock market? Behind that is a debate about the two big factors driving the rally.
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Celebrities Head For The Board Room
Celebrities including will.i.am and Alicia Keys are no longer happy to just film a commercial 
for companies. Nowadays, they want to help design the brand.

Thursday, March 07, 2013
Historically Black Colleges Lose Millions After Federal Loan Change
The U.S. Department of Education has quietly changed the way it evaluates the credit of 
parents applying for a federal PLUS loan. It’s forced many students to transfer or stay home.

College Students Paying More As Public Funding Drops
More and more students are finding full-time college education out of reach as per-student 
state and local funding for higher education falls to a 25-year low, according to a new report.

Lawmakers Hit Snag In Gun Control Talks
Congressional talks to forge a compromise on what was thought to be an area of agreement 
– universal background checks on all gun purchases – have broken down.

Former Soviet Leader Criticizes President Putin
Mikhail Gorbachev says Russian President Vladimir Putin’s entourage is full of “corrupt 
officials” and he denounces recent laws passed as an “attack on the rights of citizens.”

Could War Simulations Help Prevent PTSD?
The military is hoping that putting recruits through simulations that mimic the chaos and fear 
of war will help prevent post-traumatic stress disorder.

Billy Bragg Gets Personal In New Album
Musician Billy Bragg has long been known for his political, often left-leaning songs. His first 
new studio album in five years comes after a period of reflection and loss.

Friday, March 08, 2013
Decision To Try Bin Laden Relative In U.S. Criticized
A senior al-Qaida leader and son-in-law of Osama bin Laden pleaded not guilty in federal 
court in New York today, to one count of conspiracy to kill Americans.

Oscar-Nominated Documentary Tells History of AIDS Fight
The film “How to Survive a Plague,” directed by David France, shows how the AIDS crisis 
mobilized the gay community in the 1980s, to fight for drugs to treat the disease.

Hugo Chavez Leaves Contradictory Legacy
The late Venezuelan president leaves behind a bigger role for the left in Latin American 
politics, but a weaker radical socialist movement. His legacy also includes weaker U.S. 
influence in Latin America.

Rethinking Flood Insurance Post-Sandy
After Superstorm Sandy, there have been calls to reform insurance. But even taking those 
proposals into consideration, some experts say we’re not properly prepared for disaster.
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Is Facebook Suppressing Un-Promoted Posts?
Facebook adamantly denies it, but many people believe New York Times columnist Nick 
Bilton’s theory that Facebook is limiting the exposure of posts that users don’t pay to 
promote.

Monday, March 11, 2013
‘Potrepreneurs’ Wait For Federal Decision On Marijuana
Kim Ridgway and Kimberly Bliss are among the Washington state residents planning to open 
a marijuana store. But they’re worried the federal government could prosecute them.

Could Washington Budget Duel Be A Good Sign?
Rival budget blueprints expected this week show Republicans and Democrats still far apart 
on key issues. But the budgets also represent an attempt to pass a formal budget instead of 
stopgap measures.

Countdown To The Conclave
Final preparations are underway for tomorrow’s conclave of cardinals that will select the new 
pope. There is debate over what kind of pope the church needs at a time of crisis.

Religion News Service Holds ‘Sweet Sistine’ Vote
Religion News Service has taken a page from the NCAA, setting up “Pope Madness” 
brackets to see which cardinal may become pope. Readers have narrowed the choice down 
to two.

Maria Schneider And Dawn Upshaw Join Forces
Soprano Dawn Upshaw and composer Maria Schneider – both Grammy winners – have 
collaborated on a new album called “Winter Morning Walks,” based on poetry.

Tuesday, March 12, 2013
Investigating The Microbiome’s Role In Health
From “good” bacteria to ear wax and fecal transplants, scientists are increasingly finding 
connections between our health and the microorganisms that inhabit our bodies.

Few Ovarian Cancer Patients Receive Best Possible Care
A study has found that only about 37 percent of ovarian cancer patients receive the kind of 
complex surgery and chemotherapy that can prolong life by a year or more.

Residents Fight Sale Of Historic Post Offices
The U.S. Postal Service has been putting some historically and architecturally significant post 
offices up for sale. One is the Berkeley Main Post Office, where residents have been 
protesting.

Employee Email Search Roils Harvard
Harvard University is defending its decision to search some employees emails, but on 
campus, some Harvard employees are not satisfied with the explanation.
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Breathing New Life Into An American Classic
The new production of Tennessee Williams’ “The Glass Menagerie” at the American 
Repertory Theater (A.R.T) in Cambridge, Mass., has been critically praised for its fresh 
approach.

Wednesday, March 13, 2013
Argentine Jorge Bergoglio Elected Pope Francis
Argentine Jorge Bergoglio has been elected pope and chose the papal name Francis, 
becoming first pontiff from the Americas and the first from outside Europe in more than a 
millennium.

Congress Takes Up Sexual Assault In The Military
Amid charges of systemic sexual assault at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas, a former 
fighter jet mechanic tells Here & Now about how the military responded when she was raped 
there.

Football Culture On Trial In Ohio Rape Case
Two high school football players in Steubenville, Ohio, head to juvenile court today, to face 
charges they raped a drunk girl at an end-of-summer party.

Cincinnati Zoo Workers Play Mom To Baby Gorilla
Staff at the Cincinnati Zoo are suiting up in fur vests and grunting in eight-hour shifts around 
the clock, as they try to nurture and socialize a baby gorilla rejected by her mother.

Study Finds States With Most Gun Laws Have Fewest Gun Deaths But…
A new Harvard study has found that states with the most gun laws also had the fewest 
firearm deaths. But the lead researcher says it does not show cause and effect.

Grammy-Winning Violist Kim Kashkashian
Her instrument does not get a lot of attention, but violist Kim Kashkashian does. She just won 
a Grammy award for her album of works by two Hungarian composers.

Thursday, March 14, 2013
Pope Francis Faces Questions About ‘Dirty War’
Pope Francis is being celebrated for his humility and dedication to the poor. But old questions 
are also being raised about whether he have taken a stronger stance against Argentina’s 
brutal military dictatorship.

Mary Robinson: Bearing Witness And Giving Voice
In her career as a lawyer and a lawmaker, Mary Robinson, who served as the first female 
president of Ireland, has tried to advance the cause of human rights, especially for women.

'47 Percent' Video Source Comes Forward
Scott Prouty, a bartender working the fundraiser where Mitt Romney made the infamous 
comment, says he lost sleep and struggled for weeks before deciding to release the video.
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When March Madness Turned To March Sadness
Here & Now’s Alex Ashlock tells the story of coach Frank McGuire’s 1970 South Carolina 
team that featured John Roche and Bobby Cremins, and lost in the ACC tournament when 
Roche got hurt.

Cabbage Recipes Not Just For St. Patrick’s Day
Cabbage is inexpensive and incredibly good for you. These six recipes from Here & Now 
resident chef Kathy Gunst make the leafy vegetable worth eating year-round.

Friday, March 15, 2013
Could Botox Shots Help Depression?
Research indicates that making a particular facial expression can change your mood. That’s 
the principle at play in Dr. Eric Finzi’s theory that Botox can alleviate depression.

GOP Senator’s ‘Change of Heart’ On Gay Marriage
In a surprise turnaround, Republican Sen. Rob Portman of Ohio, a longtime opponent of 
same-sex marriage, now says he supports it after his son, Will, came out as gay.

Sequester Cuts Hit Yellowstone
The national park is trying to save up to $250,000 by delaying snow removal, but local 
officials say businesses will lose millions if the park opening is delayed due to snow.

Jeb Bush Speaks To CPAC, But Are Conservatives Listening?
Former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush gives a speech at the Conservative Political Action 
Conference tonight, but his changing message on immigration has been falling on deaf ears 
in the Republican party.

The Saw Doctors Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day
With St. Patrick’s Day celebrations in full swing, Irish band The Saw Doctors is touring the 
U.S. with its new album 25:25, which features 25 tracks commemorating 25 years in the 
business.

Monday, March 18, 2013
Making A Case For Delayed Retirement
A new study finds that people who delay retirement by working just one more year would 
increase their retirement income by nine percent.

Grand Jury To Weigh More Charges In Ohio Rape Case
After two members of Steubenville, Ohio’s high school football team were found guilty of 
raping a drunken 16-year-old girl, the state attorney general warns the case isn’t over.

Reforming China’s Labor Camps
China’s new premier, speaking in his first press conference, says his government is preparing 
reforms to the country’s system of forced labor camps.
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Iraqis Have Complicated Feelings On War Anniversary
Anna Khanakah, a Kurdish woman from Northeast Iraq who worked for the U.S. in Iraq, tells 
Here & Now about why she feels both grateful toward and disappointed in the United States.

Want To Buy My Canceled Wedding?
What happens to the 250,000 wedding ceremonies that get canceled every year? A new 
online business aims to match up canceled weddings with couples looking for a good deal.

Gay Marriage Legal Opinion A Hit At Weddings
The eloquent majority opinion allowing gay marriage, written by Margaret Marshall, chief 
justice of Massachusetts’ highest court, has turned into a popular reading at weddings.

Tuesday, March 19, 2013
10 Years After Invasion, A Look At Iraq War Legacy
We talk to Andrew Bacevich, a retired Army colonel, Vietnam veteran and professor, who 
opposed the war in Iraq before it started, and before his son was killed in Iraq in 2007.

Bombings Rip Through Baghdad On Invasion Anniversary
At least 57 people in the Baghdad area have been killed by a series of coordinated 
bombings, on the eve of the 10th anniversary of the U.S. invasion of Iraq.

NFL Accused Of Rejecting Safer Headgear
The National Football League and its official helmet maker Riddell are facing lawsuits 
claiming they’ve been putting their business relationship before players’ safety.

Rough Winter For Mass. Coastal Community
Six homes on tiny Plum Island, just north of Boston, were damaged beyond repair by the high 
tide during a recent winter storm. Construction crews demolished them last week.

Eric Whitacre On The Ecstasy of Conducting a Choir
Composer Eric Whitacre just completed a Kickstarter campaign to fund a virtual choir, 
scheduled to premiere at a concert in honor of Queen Elizabeth’s coronation anniversary.

Wednesday, March 20, 2013
Should The U.S. And Pakistan Break Up?
The U.S. and Pakistan have a perennially troubled alliance. Husain Haqqani, Pakistan’s 
former ambassador to the U.S., says the best solution may be for the countries to break up.

Colo. Corrections Chief Killed, Gun Bills Signed
As police in Colorado search for the person who shot and killed the head of the state’s 
Department of Corrections, the governor signed landmark gun control legislation.

Get Your March Madness Bracket Ready
Louisville head coach Rick Pitino speaks with his players during the second half of their 
College basketball fans have one more day to fill out brackets for the NCAA men’s basketball 
tournament, predicting 68 teams’ paths to loss or victory.
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Obama’s Goals For First Israel Visit
President Barack Obama and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu tour the Iron Dome 
The White House has already said President Obama will not be presenting any new Middle 
East peace initiative on his first visit to Israel as president. So what’s the purpose of the trip?

Amanda Coplin’s Best-Seller ‘The Orchardist’
We revisit our conversation with author Amanda Coplin about her debut novel “The 
Orchardist,” which is now on the the New York Times Paperback Best Seller list.

Thursday, March 21, 2013
Eddie Huang Rejects ‘Model Minority’ Label
Eddie Huang has made a name for himself with his New York eatery Baohaus, but growing 
up as the only Taiwanese-American in his community, he continually felt like an outsider.

Controversial Drone Program To Shift To Pentagon
President Obama is expected to sign on to a plan to shift command of the CIA’s controversial 
drone strike program to the Pentagon. Members of Congress are divided on the change.

To Improve Employee Health, Carrot Or Stick?
Drugstore giant CVS will require employees with company health insurance to report key 
health data, including weight, body fat and blood pressure, to a third party – or pay a fee.

Pentagon Considers $150M Gitmo Renovation
Could a proposed renovation of the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay mean that 
President Obama’s plans to close the facility are permanently dead?

Iraq War Novel Wins Hemingway/PEN Award
Iraq war veteran Kevin Powers’ debut novel “The Yellow Birds” will receive the award this 
Sunday – a fitting tribute, as this week is also the tenth anniversary of the U.S. invasion.

Friday, March 22, 2013
After Three Tours In Iraq, Soldier Decides To Stay
Andrew Slater served three tours of duty in Iraq and two more in Afghanistan. Today he 
writes fiction and teaches English composition – not in the U.S., but in Iraq.

Congress Passes Symbolic Budgets, Leaves Town
Senators today are expected to pass their first budget since 2009. Like the budget that 
passed in the House yesterday, it will largely be a symbolic document filled with partisan 
goals.

Looking For A Tech Job? Meet Me In St. Louis
Out of the way, Silicon Valley! And step aside, New York. There is a new hub for tech 
startups, and it isn’t on the coast. St. Louis has been named the fastest-growing tech mecca 
in the U.S.
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Same-Sex Couples Battle For Divorce Equality
Issues of child custody, property and finances are fraught in many divorces – gay or straight. 
But same-sex divorces can be particularly challenging due to various legal issues.

Majestic Monarch Butterflies Under Threat
A new study shows that the number of monarch butterflies spending the winter in a group of 
Mexican mountaintops dropped an astounding 59 percent this year.

Monday, March 25, 2013
Supreme Court Takes Up ‘Civil Rights Case Of Our Generation’
Legal scholar Emily Bazelon says the two gay marriage cases being heard this week make it 
“one blockbuster of a history-making year” for the U.S. Supreme Court.

The Risks Of A Broad Ruling On Gay Marriage
The shadow of Roe v. Wade is hanging over the gay marriage arguments before the U.S. 
Supreme Court this week. Some wonder whether a broad ruling could spark similar backlash.

Little-Known Florida School Makes NCAA History
Florida Gulf Coast has became the first No. 15 seed team to reach the Sweet 16. In two 
upsets this weekend, the Eagles beat Georgetown and San Diego State.

 ‘Al Jazeera America’ Faces Cynical Public
Al Jazeera is expanding its reach to more than 40 million American homes with the upcoming 
news channel Al Jazeera America. But Americans are skeptical of a network backed by 
Qatar.

‘The Bloggess’ Jenny Lawson
Jenny Lawson, a.k.a. “The Bloggess” shares everything from cat photos to irreverent rants on 
her wildly successful blog. But she has also shared her struggles with anxiety, depression 
and infertility.

Tuesday, March 26, 2013
Justices Hint At No Broad Ruling On Gay Marriage
Justice Anthony Kennedy, the potentially decisive vote on a closely divided court, suggested 
that the court could dismiss the case with no ruling at all.

Do Toddler Apps Turn Young Brains To Mush?
A growing number of interactive apps are being developed specifically for two- and three-
year-olds. We delve into the debate over whether tablets and apps are good for toddlers.

Panera Cares Lets Customers Set The Price
Panera Bread, the nationwide restaurant chain, has opened a new “pay-what-you-can” cafe 
in downtown Boston, called Panera Cares. The concept is simple: diners pay what they can 
afford.
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The Race To Succeed Hugo Chavez
Now that the official mourning period for former Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez has 
ended, attention is turning to the election of his successor.

Wednesday, March 27, 2013
Justices Indicate DOMA Could Be Struck Down
Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy – often the decisive vote in close cases – said the 
law appears to intrude on the power of states that recognize same-sex marriages.

Gay Rights, Marriage: How New, How Popular?
Justice Samuel Alito raised more than a few eyebrows in the U.S. Supreme Court when he 
said gay marriage as a concept is newer than cellphones or the Internet.

Domenica Ruta’s Acclaimed Memoir
In “With or Without You,” Domenica Ruta writes about growing up with her charismatic but 
destructive mom in Danvers, Mass. The New York Times calls it a “luminous, layered 
accomplishment.”

When Spring Break Goes Too Wild
A sheriff in the “spring break capital of the world,” Panama Beach City, has come up with a 
novel way to handle the influx of students who may not be on their best behavior.

Ryan Tedder Is More Than A Hitmaker
He’s the frontman for pop rock band OneRepublic, but Ryan Tedder also has a successful 
independent career writing and producing hit songs for artists including Adele and Beyoncé.

Thursday, March 28, 2013
Newtown Killer Had Arsenal Of Weapons
Search warrants unsealed this morning show that within five minutes of getting inside Sandy 
Hook Elementary School, Adam Lanza killed six adults and 20 first-graders.

Dramatic Shift In U.S. Prison Populations
One of the most dramatic findings of a new report is that the percentage of incarcerated 
women who are black is dropping, and a growing number of white women are going to 
prison.

Facebook Goes Red With Equals Sign
Bud Light said it with beer cans and Martha Stewart with red velvet cake, as companies and 
celebrities joined millions of social media users in posting an equals sign in support of gay 
marriage.

What Doctors Could Learn From Veterinarians
UCLA Medical Center cardiologist Dr. Barbara Natterson-Horowitz argues that by not looking 
at animal health, doctors are holding back human medicine.
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Arlington Burial For Swiss-Born WWII Spy
Rene Joyeuse was born in Switzerland but he was a hero for the U.S. during World War II. 
After an initial denial by Arlington National Cemetery, he’ll be buried there tomorrow.

Friday, March 29, 2013
'Here & Now' Teams Up With NPR, Will Expand To 2 Hours
NPR is partnering with member station WBUR to expand “Here & Now” to two hours. It will 
also add a co-host, Jeremy Hobson, who currently hosts the Marketplace Morning Report.

Adolescent Girl Refugees Face Greatest Risks
In refugee situations around the world, desperate families often sell girls into forced 
marriages. And girls who have been orphaned or separated from their families frequently 
become victims of sexual violence.

EPA Proposal Would Raise Prices At The Pump
The Environmental Protection Agency is proposing new rules requiring cleaner gasoline and 
lower-pollution cars nationwide. There is a debate over how much it would raise gas prices.

After Steubenville, ‘A Needed Response’
After the controversial and highly publicized rape trial in Steubenville, Ohio, a group of 
students in Oregon decided to make their own statement about sexual assaults. Their video 
went viral.

Netflix Wants To Change How You Watch TV
Netflix, long known for its movie offerings, has plans for a second original series – and it’s 
releasing a new season of the cult favorite “Arrested Development,” which has been off-air for 
six years.

Baseball Fans Gear Up For Opening Day
National League second baseman Jose Altuve, of the Houston Astros, forces out American 
It’s that time of year. Sunday is Opening Day for Major League Baseball. Longtime baseball 
writer Joel Sherman gives us his predictions on who will bring home the World Series trophy.
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Tuesday, January 1, 2013
Healthy Resolutions For The New Year
More than half of us are confident we’ll keep our New Year’s resolutions, but only 12 percent 
of us actually do. Jon Marcus, editor of MySecretBoston.com joins us with some unusual 
ways to keep your fitness resolutions.

‘The Half-Life Of Facts’
We talk with Harvard mathematician Samuel Arbesman about his new book, “The Half-Life of 
Facts: Why Everything We Know Has An Expiration Date.”

The New England Luthiers: Collaborative Guitar Making
Nine years ago, a group of local guitar makers came together to share information, 
techniques and ideas about their craft — and their shared passion for making instruments.

The New England Luthiers (Jesse Costa/WBUR)
The Secret Recordings Of John F. Kennedy
The new book, “Listening In: The Secret White House Recordings of John F. Kennedy,” 
offers a look at President John F. Kennedy’s audio chronicle of the Cuban Missile Crisis.

Wednesday, January 2, 2013
‘A History Of Opera’
Elmer Fudd and Bugs Bunny might actually be more true to opera’s origins than anything 
seen in opera houses today.

‘Fiscal Cliff’ Deal Leaves More Work To Be Done
What didn’t get accomplished with the “fiscal cliff” deal?

Joshua Gordon, policy director at The Concord Coalition. (Courtesy)
The Real Story Behind The ‘Dairy Cliff’
What’s this about milk prices? We learn why the Farm Bill got a nine-month boost in the midst 
of “fiscal cliff” negotiations.

A cup of milk. (Joe Shlabotnik/Flickr)
Senate President Therese Murray Outlines Ambitious Legislative Agenda
Senate President Therese Murray joins Radio Boston to talk about what she hopes to 
accomplish, including reforming the state’s welfare system and fixing the ailing MBTA.

Massachusetts Senate President Therese Murray takes questions from reporters in 2011. 
(Steven Senne/AP)
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Brown’s Rare Chance At A Senate ‘Do-Over’
The Republican potentially has a rare chance to get right back on the horse that bucked him 
off.

Thursday, January 03, 2013
What’s The Future Of Zipcar?
Zipcar was once a scrappy startup that introduced the revolutionary idea of car-sharing. Now 
it’s been gobbled up by the rental car giant, Avis. We’ll talk about what that means for 
Zipcar’s future.

Elizabeth Warren, First Female Senator From Mass., Is Sworn In
Warren was officially sworn in as Massachusetts’ first female senator. WBUR’s Fred Thys is 
in Washington and brings us the latest.

N.H. Journalist Missing In Syria
N.H. native and reporter James Foley has disappeared in Syria while covering the civil war 
there. We’ll talk about the dangers of war reporting.

Weekend Picks: Start The New Year With Arts
Graham Wright, host and founder of Opus Affair (a monthly arts salon), joins us to share his 
suggestions for how you can start the new year with a taste of the arts.

Cooking Up The Past
Kitchen in Boston’s South End features a menu made up of dishes from historic cookbooks. 
We’ll try the modern version of mock turtle soup from circa 1860.

Friday, January 04, 2013

Biogen Idec’s ALS Drug Falls Short In Trials
The Weston-based biotechnology company, which spend about $80 million developing the 
experimental ALS treatment, on Thursday released a statement saying the drug was not 
working as hoped.

Week In Review: Politics All Around
Our panel of analysts discuss the week’s top news.

Geckskin: A Revolutionary Adhesive Developed At UMass
We’ll find out how Geckskin could transform everything from hanging up your flat screen TV 
to how firefighters scale burning buildings.

Local Reaction To Indian Gang Rape
Protesters have taken to the streets across India following the death of a young woman who 
was gang-raped on a bus by five men. We hear the local reaction to this tragic case.

Monday, January 07, 2013
Author Lois Lowry On Her Work And Life
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We hear from the Newbery Medal-winning author Lois Lowry. She’s one of the pioneers of 
dystopian young adult fiction, but her latest novel leaves the darkness behind for more 
hopeful territory.

Should Gun Violence Be Treated As A Public Health Issue?
The shooting in Newtown, Conn. that left 26 dead has sparked a new debate about gun 
control, but some say it’s time to approach guns as a public health issue — like smoking or 
automobile safety.

Ugandan Gay Rights Group Sues Springfield Preacher
A Ugandan gay rights group is suing a Springfield preacher for allegedly contributing to anti-
gay homosexual persecution in Uganda.

Cognoscenti: Revelations On New Year’s Resolutions
Ilan Mochari has some advice for those with new year’s resolutions and how to stay true to 
them while staying true to yourself.

Local Businesses, Fans Anticipate Return Of NHL
The National Hockey League’s 113-day lockout is over — hopefully. A deal reached after 
marathon negotiations between players and owners still has to be ratified, which could 
happen as soon as Tuesday.

Tuesday, January 08, 2013
Teaching ‘Character’ To Kids And Why It Matters
Some Boston schools are going beyond the three Rs and teaching compassion, 
perseverance, curiosity and true grit instead.

Appeals Court Hears Request To Recuse Bulger Judge
Should the judge in the Whitey Bulger case recuse himself? WBUR senior reporter David 
Boeri brings us the latest in the controversy over Judge Richard Stearns.

Experiences Of War Behind Obama’s New Cabinet
The president has nominated two Vietnam veterans to head the State and Defense 
Departments. Could Mass. Sen. John Kerry and Nebraska’s Chuck Hagel bring a more “war 
weary” approach to foreign and military policy?

CommonHealth: Flu Hits Mass. Early, With Force
This flu season is atypical in a number of ways, and we speak with an infectious disease 
physician about what makes this year’s flu so bad and what you can do to try to protect 
yourself.

Wednesday, January 09, 2013
Is The Future Of The Mass. Lottery Online?
Treasurer Steve Grossman wants to beat both the federal government and private gambling 
companies to the punch. He plans to ask the Legislature to change state law so that the 
Massachusetts lottery can go online.
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Drug Lab Chemist Pleads Not Guilty
Annie Dookan, the former chemist charged with faking test results at a state drug lab, 
pleaded not guilty in two separate courtrooms today to charges of obstruction of justice.

Sports: Baseball Hall Of Fame, Patriots, NHL Lockout Resolution
We talk about the week’s top sports news.

Wesley Morris On The Value Of Trashy Movies
He joins us to explain why “some very iffy movies this year had magic moments.”

Obama Chooses New England Poet For Inauguration
Richard Blanco is the first Latino, the first gay man, and the youngest person (at the age of 
44) to be chosen to read a poem at a presidential inauguration.

Thursday, January 10, 2013
Remembering Boston Cowboy Rex Trailer
Massachusetts’ real life cowboy and host of “Boomtown” died at the age of 84 Wednesday 
night.

Flu Causes Boston To Declare Public Health Emergency
Massachusetts is among the hardest hit of the states. The City of Boston has 700 confirmed 
cases of influenza, and Mayor Menino is asking everyone to get vaccinated.

How To Find A Quality Doctor For Your Colonoscopy
From serious to routine, you want the doctor you choose to be the best. WBUR’s health 
reporter Martha Bebinger went in search of a doctor and joins us to share some of her 
findings.

Ugandan Gay Rights Group Sues Springfield Evangelist Scott Lively
Sexual Minorities Uganda claims Lively, famous for his anti-gay rhetoric, incited the 
persecution, arrest, torture and murder of gay men and lesbians in Uganda.

Brain Injury: Football Culture’s Biggest Problem?
NFL player Junior Seau became a victim of the sport he loved and played. Bill Littlefield, host 
of Only A Game, wonders if we can really expect football culture to change if we don’t want it 
to.

Friday, January 11, 2013
Week In Review: Patrick’s Overhaul, The Flu, Courtroom Drama
The governor restructures housing and state pensions, the flu reaches epidemic proportions, 
the chemist at the center of the drug lab scandal pleads not guilty, and an appeals court 
hears arguments that the judge in the Bulger trial should be removed from the case.

Gloucester Teacher Reflects On Charter School’s Abrupt Closure
Christopher Ahearn, who lost his job after the controversial Gloucester Community Arts 
Charter School closed on Wednesday, expresses his frustrations with the state of education.
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Farm To Fork: Parsnip Latkes
At Allandale Farms, we dig up some hearty parsnips and cooks a batch of latkes.

Weekend Picks: Legends And Newcomers
We get ideas for things to do from Boston Globe arts reporter, June Wulff.

Monday, January 14, 2013
Religion, Children And The Rise Of The ‘Nones’
Five years ago, 15 percent of American adults were religiously unaffiliated. Today, that 
number has jumped to 20 percent.

State Wants To Spend $1 Billion For Transportation Needs
Gov. Deval Patrick and Transportation Secretary Richard Davey have outlined a plan to 
overhaul the state’s ailing transportation system. And it’s expensive.

The End Of An Era For The Patriots?
We speak with longtime Boston sportswriter Peter May.

Remembering Digital Innovator Aaron Swartz
The young and, by all accounts, brilliant digital innovator and activist committed suicide this 
past Friday at the age of 26.

Tuesday, January 15, 2013
Massachusetts Tackles Gun Control
We’ll take a look at new proposals for gun control one month after the tragedy at Newtown.

When Doctors Don’t Listen
The co-authors of a new book say that the relationship between patients and doctors is due 
for a fundamental re-think. Not less talking, but more. And more listening too, on both sides.

Wednesday, January 16, 2013
Aaron Swartz And The Open Access Movement
Aaron Swartz’s suicide has sparked expressions of solidarity from those who support the 
Open Access movement, which, among other things, demands that publicly funded research 
be made publicly available.

Nancy Gertner: Ortiz Should Have Never Pursued The Swartz Case
Retired federal Judge Nancy Gertner says U.S. Attorney Carmen Ortiz exercised poor 
judgement, and the Swartz matter should have never been prosecuted in the first place.

NRA In Mass. Responds To Legislators’ Gun Control Efforts
While there seems to be momentum nationally and across the state for tougher gun laws, 
many gun owners and Second Amendment advocates say not so fast.

A Rich Musical Adventure In Havana
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WBUR’s Andrea Shea spent a week exploring the arts community in Havana, Cuba, and 
brings us a musical tour of the streets and music venues of a city few Americans have access 
to.

Thursday, January 17, 2013
Patrick Calls For Income Tax Hike, Sales Tax Cut
Gov. Deval Patrick went big in his State of the State speech last night, calling for a major 
restructuring of the Massachusetts tax code.

Exploring Our Social Connectedness In This Digital Age
In the midst of this digital revolution, there is increasing concern about the price we might be 
paying by always being plugged in.

‘The Meeting’: Imagining A Moment In History
“The Meeting” imagines an extended conversation between Martin Luther King and Malcolm 
X, a conversation that never happened.

Weekend Picks: From ‘Satan On Screen’ To Shelby Lynne
Jim Sullivan, editor of JimSullivanInk.com, joins us with his ideas for how to spend the 
upcoming weekend.

Friday, January 18, 2013

Week In Review: Patrick On Taxes, Carmen Ortiz, Gun Control
Patrick calls for a big change in the state’s tax structure. A big push on gun control one month 
after Newtown. And questions over U.S. Attorney Carmen Ortiz and Aaron Swartz.

Sports Wrap: Lance Admits It, NHL Back On, Patriots-Ravens
E.M. Swift on the Patriots and Ravens, the return of the National Hockey League, and Lance 
Armstrong’s sit-down with Oprah Winfrey.

Geoff Edgers talks with Radio Boston about his new Travel Channel show “Edge of America.”

Monday, January 21, 2013
Obama’s Inauguration
In his second inaugural address, President Barack Obama spoke of a theme he’s returned to 
frequently in his political career — that America’s democracy is a process, a “more perfect 
union” forever in the making.

Acknowledging Martin Luther King Jr.’s Legacy
While taking the oath of office on MLK Day, President Barack Obama acknowledged that it 
was, of course, on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial that Martin Luther King Jr. gave his 
historic 1963 “I Have a Dream Speech”.

Facing The World (Without Makeup)
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Phoebe Baker Hyde was a new mother living in Hong Kong when she realized that using 
makeup and otherwise enhancing her appearance daily was just another burden in her 
already overwhelming day.

Shun Ng: Finger-Picking Phenom
Born in Boston and raised in Singapore, Shun Ng is known for his unique guitar style, one 
that fuses funk, fingerstyle, blues, jazz, and motown.

Tuesday, January 22, 2013
Afrobeat Star Femi Kuti
Femi Kuti, Fela’s eldest son, was never content with just being the “king’s heir.” In 1985, he 
put together his own band “The Positive Force,” and found his unique voice. He tells us about 
the journey.

The Science Of Lying
Lance Armstrong spilling the beans to Oprah got Boston Globe reporter Joseph Kahn 
thinking about lying. About why we lie. How we lie. And what it says about the human 
condition that so many of us lie so often.

Wednesday, January 23, 2013
Patrick’s Budget Details Released
Gov. Deval Patrick is offering more specifics on his sweeping plan to raise income taxes and 
cut the sales tax, which he first outlined last week.

Littlefield On Sports: NHL Back On Ice; Pats Season Over
Bill Littlefield brings us up to date on all that’s going on in the Boston sports world.

Author’s ‘Letter From Haiti’
Three years after an earthquake devastated Haiti, the tiny nation struggles to rebuild — and 
to free itself from an invasion of foreign aid workers.

Thursday, January 24, 2013
John Kerry Confirmation Hearings
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee today began a confirmation hearing on the 
nomination of Sen. John Kerry to succeed Hillary Clinton as secretary of state.

Musician Leni Stern On The Power Of African Music
Jazz musician Leni Stern was living Mali’s capital city of Bamako when political chaos 
erupted. She could have left. But she stayed and continued recording tracks for her new 
album.

Growing Up With Gaming
Many children now spend more time with games than with books or even TV. Critics warn 
that games may be addictive and lead to aggression. Supporters say that games may be the 
best educational tools ever. But what do we really know about their long-term effects?

Friday, January 25, 2013
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Week In Review: From Patrick’s Budget To Murray’s Controversy
Lt. Gov. Tim Murray accused of breaking the law, Deval Patrick’s $34.8 billion budget, and 
the Rhode Island House passes a bill on same-sex marriage.

Finding The Right Nanny
There are lots of ways to find childcare — from word-of-mouth to online subscription services. 
We’ll talk about how to navigate the maze of options and how you can vet those who look 
after your kids. 

From Hawthorne To Facebook: How One Social Media Scholar Got Schooled
The Cordell kids mission to get a puppy found a home (and one million likes) on Facebook. 
Their father, a scholar of digital media, never thought they could do it.

Monday, January 28, 2013
Boston’s Brazilian Community Reacts To Nightclub Fire
WBUR’s Monica Brady-Myerov went to go speak with some Brazilians regarding this 
weekend’s tragic event.

Tar Sands Proposal Sparks Protest in Maine
As debate in Washington heats up over a proposed extension to the controversial Keystone 
Pipeline — which would carry tar sands oil from Canada to refineries along the Texas Gulf 
Coast — northern New England is in the midst of its own pipeline dispute.

Guns, Suicide And Mental Health
Relatively little is being said about the biggest cause of gun deaths in America: suicides.

The ‘Invisible Man’
Ralph Ellison’s masterpiece, “Invisible Man”, now on stage.

Tuesday, January 29, 2013
Harvard Chosen To Conduct Injury Study For NFL Players Union
The National Football League players union has chosen Harvard University to lead an 
unprecedented effort to understand the long-term health effects of professional football.

Low-Speed, High-Priced Broadband
The country’s cable companies are a monopoly like Standard Oil and should be dealt with 
accordingly, says one telecom expert.

Obama’s Immigration Reform Plan
President Barack Obama lays out his big immigration reform plans in Las Vegas. We’ll check 
in with what it means for the state and the nation.

Wednesday, January 30, 2013
Cowan Named Interim U.S. Senator
William “Mo” Cowan, Gov. Deval Patrick’s former chief of staff, will serve as the state’s 
interim U.S. senator until the successor to Sen. John Kerry is chosen in a special election on 
June 25.
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Mayor Tom Menino On The State Of The City
The mayor talks with Radio Boston about his State of the City address and his plans for the 
future.

TenPoint Coalition Founder Departs
The Rev. Jeffrey Brown was among the founders of the Boston Ten Point Coalition. Last 
week, he announced that he plans to step down as the leader of the organization he helped 
create 20 years ago.

Thursday, January 31, 2013
Stephen Lynch Launches Senate Bid
Democratic Congressman Stephen Lynch has officially confirmed his bid for John Kerry’s 
senate seat. But he’ll face stiff competition in a primary against party veteran Ed Markey.

Tracy Kidder On Writing
Tracy Kidder and Richard Todd talk about their shared literary wisdom.

What Your Brain Did While You Were Sleeping
New research shows that sleep plays a big role in consolidating our memories.

Latin Jazz Virtuoso Visits Boston
Omar Sosa, Cuban jazz pianist, takes on Miles Blue in his new album “Eggun”

Darlingside
The band Darlingside joins us in studio.

February 2013
Friday, February 01, 2013
Week In Review: A Senate Race Begins
We dive into the top stories of a very politics-heavy news week — from John Kerry’s 
Massachusetts farewell, to Governor Deval Patrick’s announcement of an interim Senator, to 
Congressman Stephen Lynch’s entrance into the race for John Kerry’s seat in the U.S. 
Senate.

Harvard Cheating Scandal
Harvard has ordered half the students involved in last year’s major cheating scandal to 
withdraw from the university.

New Rules For Wiretapping
Attorney General Martha Coakley wants to expand the state’s wiretapping powers. Critics say 
that the move raises serious civil liberties concerns.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra’s Cello ‘Boy Band’
Four members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s cello section are taking their beloved 
instruments into the spotlight with a group they’re calling the Boston Cello Quartet.
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Monday, February 04, 2013
Politics Roundtable: The Race For Kerry’s Seat
Massachusetts Republicans have yet to coalesce around one political candidate in the race 
for the Senate seat recently held by John Kerry. While Democrats have an interesting battle 
shaping up between Congressmen Ed Markey and Stephen Lynch.

Tall Vehicles, Low Bridges
Saturday night, a charter bus carrying a group of Pennsylvania students and their 
chaperones slammed into the Western Avenue Bridge as it was traveling on Soldiers Field 
Road injuring 35 passengers. We explore high tech and low tech solutions for keeping trucks 
and buses off of restricted roads.

Ann Leary’s ‘The Good House’
Ann Leary is the wife of actor/comedian Denis Leary, but she’s also a writer — and a mighty 
good one.

Tuesday, February 05, 2013
A Question Of Signage
Paul Levy did a little investigation of his own — and followed the course the bus took last 
Saturday.

Reforming Laws Used To Prosecute Aaron Swartz
Last night in Washington, D.C., family, friends and congressional supporters gathered to 
remember the late internet activist, Aaron Swartz, and to call for changes in the law that 
federal prosecutors used to prosecute him.

Louis Agassiz And American Science
Louis Agassiz didn’t believe in Darwinian evolution and thought that the U.S. belonged to 
whites only. Author Christoph Irmscher chronicles the life of a brilliant scientist full of 
contradictions.

Wednesday, February 06, 2013
Ric Ocasek
Cars frontman Ric Ocasek talks about his new book, “Lyrics and Prose.”

Ming Tsai
Ming Tsai is owner of Blue Ginger in Wellesley. His new restaurant, Blue Dragon in Boston’s 
Seaport district opens this weekend, and his new cookbook is “Simply Ming in Your Kitchen.”

‘Brothers’: The Power Of Frathernal Bonds
Western Massachusetts writer, George Howe Colt, parallels the experiences of these iconic 
brothers with those of his own in his latest book.

Thursday, February 07, 2013
Canzoniere Grecanico Salentino: A Musical Taste Of Italy
Canzoniere Grecanico Salentino is one of Italy’s longest standing traditional music 
ensembles, bringing the Southern Italian dance tradition of “Pizzica” to the globe since 1975.
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Parents: Letting Your Kids Fail Will Make Their Lives Better
Watching your child suffer in disappointment is never easy but experts say it’s one of the best 
things you can do for them and their future.

The Boston Lyric Opera’s ‘Clemency’
Assuming you’re not snowed in over the next few days, our own opera lover, Graham Wright, 
previews a musical treat to warm your body and and soul: The BLO’s Clemency.

Friday, February 08, 2013
Special Blizzard Coverage
We’ll have special coverage of the big winter storm slamming the city, talking with reporters, 
meteorologists, and interesting voices from around the region.

Monday, February 11, 2013
Nemo’s Aftermath
The experts say in fact it wasn’t a blizzard — but whatever you call it — it was big, big storm 
that dumped up to three feet of snow across the region, and life in Boston and much of the 
state is only just beginning to return to normal.

Meet Boston’s ‘Professional Neighbor’
Major weather events can often bring out the best in people — by prompting us to reach out 
and help one another. This is the idea behind ‘Neighbors for Neighbors.org’.

Pope Benedict XVI To Resign
Citing his advanced age, Pope Benedict XVI announced that he is resigning from the papacy 
at the end of the month. He is the first pontiff to resign the office in six centuries.

‘Stewed: A Collection Of Soups, Braises And Stews From Sweet Basil’
Sweet Basil chef Dave Becker recommends soups, stews and braises to warm your body 
and your soul on a cold winter’s night.

Tuesday, February 12, 2013
The GOP Jumps Into The Special Election
When former Senator Scott Brown announced recently that he would not be entering the 
special U.S. Senate election, Massachusetts Republicans began wondering whether their 
party was going to be represented in the race at all. But now, at least three Republicans are 
moving toward a run.

The Danger Of Diabulimia
Diabulimia — when diabetics deliberately restrict their insulin for weight loss — offers 
perhaps the starkest example there is of the harsh “logic” of an eating disorder, an urge to 
lose weight so overwhelming that health no longer seems to matter. And according to the 
latest research, it’s estimated to affect up to 1.4 million Americans.

Farm To Fork: Hydroponic Farming
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We head to Water Fresh Farms to see some of the most impressive hydroponic farming done 
anywhere in New England.

Wednesday, February 13, 2013
Of Mice And Men
For decades, mice have been the cornerstone model when studying the effects of new 
medications. But new research suggests mice may not provide the most accurate information 
when it comes to studying dangerous human conditions such as burns, trauma and sepsis.

Littlefield On Sports: Wrestling Nixed
The 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro may be the end of the road for competitive grappling on 
the world stage. The International Olympic Committee executive board voted this week to cut 
the sport from the 2020 program.

A ‘Post-Dating’ World?
In the age of digital dating, have we said goodbye to romance and hello to hook-ups and 
superficial connections? Or have we just set the bar higher for finding the absolutely perfect 
mate?

Sweet Deal At Hyde Park’s McCrea’s
One couple’s decision to take a big chance — and pursue their dream of going into the candy 
making business

Thursday, February 14, 2013
Ed Markey’s Residency: Does It Matter?
The representative and Democratic Senate candidate owns two homes: one in Malden and 
one in Chevy Chase, Md. His detractors say he spends too much time in Washington and 
has lost touch with his constituency.

Whitey Bulger: I’m No Snitch!
Everything we thought we knew about Boston’s most notorious gangster, James “Whitey” 
Bulger, is wrong — so said his attorney, J.W. Carney, after an immunity hearing Wednesday 
afternoon.

Whitey’s Campaign Of Violence
Two reporters talk about the criminal escapades of James “Whitey” Bulger — his campaign of 
mayhem during the busing crisis, his firebombing of John F. Kennedy’s birthplace, blasting 
the Boston Globe with a shotgun, and his 16 years on the lam.

Arts In The War Zone: A New Generation Makes Music in Afghanistan
Fifty Afghan musicians, ages 10 to 21, perform in Boston. We’re there for a listen.

Friday, February 15, 2013
Week In Review: Senate Race; Storm Aftermath; Whitey In Court
We’ll talk about the special election race for the U.S. Senate, which began to take shape this 
week. A strange and surprising twist in the case against reputed mobster James “Whitey” 
Bulger. And, the post-storm clean-up.
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Elizabeth Warren Takes On Bank Regulators
Bank regulators have been put on notice: Sen. Elizabeth Warren is the new sheriff in town 
and she’s gunning for them.

The Punch Brothers Hit Boston
The uber-talented Punch Brothers may look like a traditional bluegrass quintet but they’ve 
taken the genre and mashed it up in ways unimaginable.

Monday, February 18, 2013
New Study Links Moderate Alcohol Consumption To Cancer
A new study suggests consuming as few as 1.5 alcoholic drinks a day increases risk of 
cancer.

Kind World: Candy For The Soul
NECCO is giving us a reason to feel the love with this story submitted by Christine Power 
from Winthrop, Massachusetts to WBUR’s Kind World project, a blog celebrating the 
kindness of others.

Blindspot: Hidden Biases Of Good People
Unveiling the origins of our hidden prejudices is at the root of the new book, “Blindspot: 
Hidden Biases of Good People.”

Chef Barton Seaver On Eating Sustainable Seafood
So you’re standing there in front of a fish monger or your local grocery store, and you ask, 
‘Hey, where’s that from?’ Once you get the answer, what are you supposed to do? We talk 
with chef Barton Seaver about finding sustainable seafood.

Tuesday, February 19, 2013
Pre-K Education For All: The Right Investment?
Governor Deval Patrick has emphasized the important of universal pre-kindergarten. So has 
President Obama. Our local experts weigh in on the issue.

Sagging Pants: Fashion Emergency Or Criminal Act?
A new PSA targets sagging pants, claiming that the fashion is against the law. Some 
observers say the approach is counterproductive

Coping With ADHD In Adulthood
More adults are now being diagnosed with ADHD — about 4 percent of the population — 
which often causes distractibility, impulsivity, forgetfulness and disorganization.

Wednesday, February 20, 2013
10 Years Later: The Station Nightclub Fire
Ten years ago today, a fire erupted at The Station in West Warwick, R.I. Hundreds of people 
had packed into the club to see the heavy metal band Great White. The band’s tour manager 
set off pyrotechnics on stage, and soon the entire club was in flames.
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Carmen Ortiz: A Case Of Prosecutorial Diligence Or Legal Overreach?
Since Internet activist Aaron Swartz’s suicide last month, U.S. Attorney Carmen Ortiz has 
come under the glare of national attention. Her critics have accused her of prosecuting a 
“trumped up” case and have raised questions about her handling of previous cases. But is 
she simply doing her job?

Littlefield On Sports: Pistorius On Trial
Danica Patrick wins the pole at the Daytona 500. The trial of Oscar Pistorius begins. We’ll 
talk with the host of “Only A Game,” Bill Littlefield.

Thursday, February 21, 2013
For Sale: The Boston Globe
The New York Times Co. is putting The Boston Globe back on the auction block. So who 
might want the Globe, and how much is it worth?

Michelle Obama And Race In America
A post-racial president? Not so fast, says Wellesly social scientist Michael Jeffries. We’ll talk 
about his new book on the state of race and class and gender in Obama’s America.

The Secret Lives Of Literate Slaves
We explore an unprecedented collection of letters, diaries and transcripts written during the 
mid-19th century by population who were believed to be illiterate: slaves.

Miguel Zenon: A Closer Look At Puerto Ricans In The U.S.
Miguel Zenon, a talented saxophone player, was born and raised in San Juan, Puerto Rico. A 
Berklee graduate, professor of jazz at New England Conservatory, and 2008 MacArthur 
Genius Award winner, Zenon is known for effortlessly blending two often-contradictory poles 
— that of innovation and tradition.

Friday, February 22, 2013
Week In Review: Chelsea Housing Scandal & Ortiz Scrutiny
We discuss the week’s top stories, including the guilty plea of former housing director Michael 
McLaughlin of the Chelsea Housing Authority and WBUR senior reporter David Boeri’s 
crtitical analysis of Carmen Ortiz’s tenure as U.S. Attorney.

The Invisible War: Military Sexual Assault
According to the Defense Department’s own reporting, 20 percent of veterans have been 
sexually assaulted while serving. But fewer than 15 percent of survivors report the assault. 
Again, the Defense Department’s own estimates suggest that in 2010 alone, almost 20,000 
sexual assaults occurred in the United States military.

A Father And Son On The Appalachian Trail
Ever dreamed you could drop everything and thru-hike the Appalachian Trail? Author Paul 
Molyneaux spent seven months tackling the arduous journey — and he did so with his 8-
year-old son.

WEB EXTRA: Moonrise Kingdom
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It’s set on a remote, barely populated, fictional island in the 1960′s — and it tells the magical 
story of a two young teenagers who fall in love, and send letters back and forth as they hatch 
their plan to runaway together.

Monday, February 25, 2013
Sequester Looms
We’ll talk about how the sequester cuts will hit Massachusetts and how the budget process 
got so broken.

MBTA General Manager Beverly Scott
Beverly Scott talks about her vision for MBTA, the system’s financial and operational woes 
and the governor’s plan to fix the ageing system.

Academy Awards Wrap
We’ll chat with Grantland film critic Wesley Morris about the big winners and losers last night 
at the Oscars.

Tuesday, February 26, 2013
Fung Wah Fleet Taken Off The Road
Once again, there are major concerns about the safety of discount buses that run between 
Boston and New York City. After state inspectors found serious problems with busses 
operated by Fung Wah, they asked federal safety officials to declare “an imminent hazard” 
and shut the company down.

U.S. Senate Candidate Dan Winslow
Dan Winslow has served in the judicial, legislative and executive branches of government. 
Now, he wants to represent the state in the U.S. Senate.

The Secret Life of a Restaurant
If you’ve ever worked in a restaurant, Scott Haas’ new book–Back of the House: The Secret 
Life of a Restaurant– will instantly have you recalling that adrenaline-fueled chaos and its 
addictive stress that a only a professional kitchen can induce.

Wednesday, February 27, 2013
Mayoral Candidate John Connolly
City councilor John Connolly wants to be the next mayor of Boston. He’ll join us to talk about 
his campaign.

Will Labor Unions Survive?
Unions are in crisis. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics reported last month that union 
membership fell in 2012 to its lowest level since 1916. So is this the end of the union 
movement as we know it?

MBTA GM Responds To Your Comments
MBTA General Manager Beverly Scott joined Radio Boston on Monday to talk about her 
plans for the public transport network. Listener comments and questions poured in, and Dr 
Scott promised to respond. Here are some of her answers.
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The Green line. (Alex Kingsbury/WBUR)
Littlefield On Sports: Brady, NHL Fans, Bobby V
Details of Tom Brady’s new Patriot’s contract are being hashed out, Bobby Valentine gets a 
new, post-Red Sox gig, and the Bruins are riding high.

Thursday, February 28, 2013
Reality Show Fever In Boston
From “Southie Rules” to “Boston’s Finest,” the city is getting lots of attention from the reality 
television world. We’ll take a look about what these shows say about us.

New Hampshire And The Voting Rights Act
The Supreme Court is debating whether there is an ongoing need for the historic Voting 
Rights Act, which requires certain states to seek federal approval before making changes to 
their electoral processes. While most of the affected states are in the south, it may come as a 
surprise that 10 towns in New Hampshire still fall under the Act.

‘Song Reader’ Comes To Life In Somerville
Beck’s “Song Reader” is a collection of 20 individual lead sheets, compiled in a navy, 
hardcover portfolio, complete with hand-drawn illustrations. That meant that if you wanted to 
hear Beck’s new compositions, you were going to have to play them.

Jay-Z Meets Johnny Cash In Gangstagrass
At first glance, it doesn’t seem a likely recipe for success but don’t say that to Rench, the 
musical brains behind the Brooklyn-based project Gangstagrass.

March 2013

Friday, March 01, 2013
Sex, Intimacy, Therapy: A Conversation With Cheryl Cohen Greene
We’ll talk with “sex surrogate” Cheryl Cohen Greene, a Boston native and inspiration for the 
Helen Hunt’s Oscar-nominated role in the film “The Sessions.”

Week In Review: Sequestration, Senate Hopefuls And A City Councilor
We discuss the week’s top stories, including the effects of sequestration cuts in 
Massachusetts, the five hopefuls for John Kerry’s U.S. Senate seat, and city councilor John 
Connolly’s plan to unseat Mayor Menino.

Classical Piano Sensation Lang Lang
Lang Lang is one of the most famous living classical pianists in the world today. A superstar, 
really, at just 30 years old. But his story begins before he was born in Shenyang, in 
northeastern China. His mother played classical music to him while in the womb.

Monday, March 04, 2013
Ruggie’s Rules
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John Ruggie is a Professor in Human Rights and International Affairs at Harvard’s Kennedy 
School of Government. In 2005, he was appointed to the UN to draft a set of measures to 
strengthen the human rights performance of the global business sector. He came up with a 
set of guiding principles, now known as “Ruggie’s Rules”.

Child Reportedly Cured Of HIV
Immunologists across the globe are all aflutter today at the news that, for the first time ever, a 
child is believed to have been cured of HIV.

U.S. Senate Candidate Stephen Lynch
Congressman Stephen Lynch wants to represent the state in the U.S. Senate. He joins us in 
the studio.

College Of Cardinals Convenes In Rome
Amidst ongoing allegations of sexual abuse and corruption, the College of Cardinals 
convenes in Rome this week to set the agenda for the impending conclave.

Tuesday, March 05, 2013
Bullying In The Digital Age: When Words Hurt More Than ‘Sticks And Stones’
“Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt me.” Many of us learned 
this saying growing up as a way to respond to verbal attacks from bullies. Bullying has since 
evolved, and while that response still applies, it has been weakened by the ubiquity of 
bullying that the digital age allows.

‘License To Kill’ Defense Tossed Out Of Bulger Case
A U.S. District Court judge dismissed James “Whitey” Bulger’s main defense of immunity, 
stating that such an agreement “cannot as a matter of public policy license future criminal 
conduct.”

Rapper Moufy Shows Boston Love
The 21-year-old rapper has a complicated, compelling story to tell through his music, and he 
does so with bravado, and an unabashed love for Boston.

Wednesday, March 06, 2013
Should Boston Host The Olympics?
A group of private individuals has formed the Boston Exploratory Committee to investigate 
the viability of hosting the 2024 summer games. But does hosting the Olympics make 
economic sense for Boston?

Trader Joe’s Doug Rauch
Doug Rauch, the former president of Trader Joe’s, has an idea: reclaim discarded food and 
create healthy meals for low-income customers.

Soul Meister Jesse Dee
When Jesse Dee was growing up in Arlington in the 1980s, he wasn’t listening to pop music 
like most of his peers. His ears were glued to WODS, an R&B and doo-wop oldies station.
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Thursday, March 07, 2013
Ending Smoking?
Northeastern’s Richard Daynard says the country is due for another serious anti-smoking 
crusade to reduce levels of smoking below 10 percent. Snuffing out the habit is possible, he 
says, with a few easy steps. Smoking advocates, however, see it as a campaign that’s gone 
too far.

DeLeo Supports Patrick’s Spending Goals — But Not The Price Tag
Gov. Deval Patrick’s proposed $1.9 billion total tax increase to fund transportation and 
education improvements has faced fresh criticism from House Speaker Robert DeLeo

‘Boston JazzScape’: A Musical History
Composer Mark Harvey takes us on a tour of his “Boston JazzScape,” a musical portraiture 
capturing a variety of significant events in the city’s history.

Friday, March 08, 2013
Week In Review: Senate Race, Snowstorm, Whitey Developments
A new poll is out in the Massachusetts special senate race. Elizabeth Warren uses her 
senate seat to lash into big banks. Developments in the Whitey Bulger trial. And the governor 
defends his budget.

When A Song Boards A Transcontinental Flight
Led by Guy Mendilow, himself a citizen of the world, the ensemble breathes new life into 
traditional melodies, re-interpreting and re-imagining them for a modern audience.

‘Top Chef’ Kristen Kish
Kristen Kish is known for crafting elegant and refined meals as the Chef de Cuisine at Stir, 
but only now can she officially be called a Top Chef. Kish’s recent win on Bravo’s “Top Chef: 
Seattle” makes her the first Boston-based chef to take home the title.

Monday, March 11, 2013
Maine U.S. Sen. Angus King
Angus King answers to no party. We’ll talk with the independent from Maine about his first 
few months in Washington and the needs of New England.

Economists Support Governor’s Tax Plan
A group of 57 local economists has signed a letter backing Governor Deval Patrick’s 
revenue-raising plan to fund $1.9 billion dollars’ worth of education and transport upgrades.

B.U. Hockey Coach Steps Down After 40 Years
After 40 years at the helm, Jack Parker announces that he will resign as head coach of the 
Boston University men’s hockey team at the end of this season.

Dead Man Walking
When Sister Helen Prejean  wrote the book “Dead Man Walking” about her work with death 
row inmates, she probably never thought the subject matter would become a film, a play…or 
an opera.
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Tuesday, March 12, 2013
Cardinals Meet To Pick A Pope
We’ll get the latest from the Vatican, as the Catholic Church chooses its new leader.

Employee Privacy In The Digital Age
Harvard University’s decision to search employee emails for the source of a leak to the media 
in last year’s cheating scandal has created controversy across the campus and beyond. It’s 
gotten us thinking – what rights do employers actually have to search employee email 
accounts and mobile devices? What protection do employees have?

A Shared Ride
Here’s an idea for the next time you have drive to the airport on your way out of town: instead 
of paying the $20-plus a day to park your car at the airport, you could park for free, have your 
car cleaned and get a free tank of gas.

Should You Get The Shingles Vaccine?
Every year, at least one million people in the United States develop shingles. It’s a burning, 
blistering rash that generally lasts for several weeks. Despite how painful shingles can be, 
studies show that relatively few people get the shingles vaccine.

Wednesday, March 13, 2013
A New Pope Elected
White smoke has risen. We’ll get the latest from Rome and our panel of experts about the 
election of the new pope.

Thursday, March 14, 2013
Judge Out In Bulger Trial
Judge Richard Stearns was removed from the case of reputed former mob boss James 
“Whitey” Bulger after a decision by the First Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a defense motion 
that raised concerns about his ability to be impartial.

Boston Phoenix Closes
Boston Phoenix Executive Editor Peter Kadzis joins to talk about the big news today that the 
Boston Phoenix will cease publication.

Peter DuBois On ‘Mildred Fierce’
In our new occasional series “The Artery,” Radio Boston checks in with some of the city’s top 
artists, directors, curators, and critics about an arts event that excites them.

Gender Bias In Medicine
In the wake of the $7 million gender-bias settlement for a female surgeon in Boston, we’ll 
take a look at the medical profession and the glass ceiling that’s still keeping too many 
women out.
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Friday, March 15, 2013
Pushcart Pushback
This week Mayor Menino gave the puschcart vendors at Downtown Crossing a 60-day 
extension. That might give them — and the Business Improvement District — time to work 
out their differences — and an opportunity to work together.

Week In Review: Senate Race, Phoenix Wraps, Whitey Shocker
We’ll check in on a week in the news: the GOP candidates debate in the senate special 
election, a Boston journalistic icon shuts its doors, and shocking developments in the case 
against James “Whitey” Bulger.

Solas
The Irish-American musical group Solas joins us for a few tunes before St. Paddy’s Day.

Monday, March 18, 2013
New Developments In Gardner Art Heist
The FBI reports new developments in the Gardner Art heist and remind the public about the 
big reward for the return of the missing art.

Interim U.S. Sen. Mo Cowan
William “Mo” Cowan doesn’t have to answer to voters — or anyone else — as the interim 
U.S. senator from Massachusetts. He joins us to talk about his job inside the Beltway.

Boston Brisket Company
The Boston Brisket Company is a hold-over from the days when Boston was actually a center 
for meat processing. Most of the old meat companies are long gone, but Jack Epstein carries 
on in a small processing plant in New Market Square in South Boston producing traditional 
gray corned beef.

Tuesday, March 19, 2013
Who Was St. Francis?
The pope has taken the name Francis, the first ever to do so. We take a look at one of the 
most important saints in Christianity.

Give A Little, Win A Little: How Exercise Adds Years To Your Life
What if you knew that for every hour your exercised, you’d earn seven minutes of extra life in 
return? That’s the subject of a new study from the National Institutes of Health.

Farm To Fork: Taza Chocolate
In the latest installment of our “Farm To Fork” series, we head to the Taza chocolate factory 
in Somerville. There, chef Andy Husbands cooks up some indulgent molten chocolate cakes 
and a cinnamon-chai hot chocolate.

Wednesday, March 20, 2013
The Iraq War, 10 Years Later
Ten years ago, the U.S. went to war with Iraq. We’ll take a look back with one of its most 
dogged chroniclers.
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The True Price Of The Gardner Heist Is Empty Walls Of Art
While the theatrical whodunit continues to titillate, for a true art lover such as the Boston 
Globe’s Sebastian Smee, the whole thing leaves him feeling deeply sad.

Littlefield On Sports: The WBC And W.P. Kinsella
We’ll talk about the “Baseball Olympics” with Bill Littlefield.

Ants!
We’ll take a look at ants, which are vitally important to the New England ecosystem.

Thursday, March 21, 2013
Daniel Beaty’s ‘Emergency’ Surfaces In Boston
In “Emergency,” Beaty offers us the responses of over 40 different characters from all walks 
of life — from a drag queen, to a homeless man, to a “slave-ologist” from Ghana. Beaty tells 
this story in 80 stunning minutes of comedy, dramatic monologue, slam poetry and song.

From Voting To Energy Usage: How Social Pressure Affects Our Behavior
It turns out this is one of the simplest, most effective tools in changing human behavior — 
social pressure and the perception of “normal.” We explore this phenomenon with two great 
thinkers on the topic.

What Does It Take For A Single Parent To Get By In Mass.?
Consider this number: $65,880 a year. That’s what it takes for a single parent with two kids to 
cover the basic needs in in Massachusetts, including housing, child care, food and fuel. And 
for someone without a four-year college degree, it’s more difficult than ever to earn that.

Friday, March 22, 2013
U.S. Senate Candidate Michael Sullivan
Former U.S. Attorney and acting head of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, 
Michael Sullivan is running for a seat in the U.S. Senate, vacated by Secretary of State John 
Kerry.

Temperatures Soar On Plum Island
On Plum Island, residents and the natural environment are really feeling the impact of 
accelerated climate change, particularly in the wake of the recent spate of winter storms.

Singer Amy Black
Singer Amy Black knows culture shock. The daughter of a preacher, she was used to a 
nomadic lifestyle but nothing could have prepared her for the biggest move yet: Alabama to 
Bedford, Mass.

Monday, March 25, 2013
Remembering Anthony Lewis
The Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and longtime New York Times columnist Anthony Lewis 
has died.
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A Widening Gender Gap
A new MIT study suggests women are not only outperforming men in college, but also in the 
workforce.

Gish Jen On ‘Tiger Writing’
As her name implies, Gish Jen embodies the fluidity of a modern East-West identity. Her 
Chinese ancestry and American life have made their way into her writing.

Tuesday, March 26, 2013
Gay Marriage At The High Court
The Supreme Court today will hear the first of two cases on the status of gay marriage. We’ll 
talk with some top legal minds about today’s oral arguments. Plus, we’ll check in with the gay 
rights rally at Boston City Hall.

New Poll Shows Senate Race Wide Open
With the Senate special election primaries a little more than a month away, a new WBUR poll 
finds that the contest remains pretty much wide-open — thanks to many voters who remain 
undecided.

An Update On Mayor Menino’s Weighty Goal
Eleven months ago, Mayor Tom Menino unveiled a city-wide health intervention called 
Boston Moves for Health. The idea was simple, as Menino told the press, “We’re going to 
connect people with resources to help them achieve a healthier weight and make Boston a 
million pounds lighter.”

Wednesday, March 27, 2013
A Massachusetts Couple’s Response To DOMA Arguments
The Supreme Court hears oral arguments over the Defense of Marriage Act. We’ll dig in.

Examining Bretton Woods
British dominance of global finance came to a screeching halt in the modest rooms of a hotel 
at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. We’ll take a look at the epic showdown that took place 
there and what we can learn from the architects of the world’s financial system.

Littlefield On Sports: The Red Sox, March Madness and Tiger Woods
Bill Littlefield, host of Only A Game, joins us to talk about the Red Sox season opener, all the 
news coming out of the NCAA and Tiger Woods’ controversial return to the number one spot 
in the golfing world.

Thursday, March 28, 2013
Menino Will Not Seek Sixth Term
Tom Menino has been Boston’s mayor for 20 years, a record five terms in office. But he’s 
been on the city’s political scene for even longer. We discuss Mayor Tom Menino’s decision 
not to run for a sixth term.

Special Senate Races Heats Up
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The U.S. Senate race is heating up with a slew of new commercials. We’ll dissect them with 
campaign watcher John Carroll.

Opulence Hurling Towards Catastrophe: The Art of the Edwardian Era
The Edwardian era was full of change and turbulence yet the visual art of the time fiercely 
grasped the ends of the magnificent Victorian age. We explore a relatively unknown period of 
British art with critic Sebastian Smee.

Friday, March 29, 2013
A Post-Menino Boston
Bostonians woke up today confronted with the reality of a looming post-Menino era. After 
November 5, the City of Boston will finally have its first new mayor in 20 years. What will 
Boston be like without Menino’s omnipotent authority? And who might attempt to fill his 
formidable shoes?

Week In Review: SCOTUS Debate Gay Marriage, Menino Won’t Run
History making events mark the week-in-review today. First, the Supreme Court hears two 
cases on gay marriage…. in oral arguments over the Defense of Marriage Act and 
California’s Proposition 8. And, Tom Menino, Boston’s longest-serving mayor, says he will not 
run for reelection.

Suitcase Of Love And Shame
Artist Jane Gillooly bought a suitcase. She opened it, and listened to hours of Tom and 
Jeannie, two lovers from the 1960s — talking to each other, in a way that they thought no one 
else would ever, ever hear. Gillooly has turned that tape into a new film also called, Suitcase 
of Love and Shame.


